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FOOTBALL WINS

S PARED FLEAS

Kenyon Football team wins
against Hiram

Plague invades Hill Theater
this weekend
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The Kenyon Collegian
"Things are going very well
of
Trustees Chair David Horvitz '74.
at the College now," said Board

"The faculty is great and will only
get better. Admissions has never
been better, we're about to open this
wonderful new fitness center that will
make all of our competitors drool, and
fundraising campaigns are more
successful when people are feeling
good about the College."
Many members of the Kenyon
Board ofTrustees expressed optimism
about Kenyon 's future after their fall
meeting last week. Preparations for a

new capital campaign, the prioritization of and changes to the Master Plan
and a proposal to provide all Kenyon
students with laptops were among the
topics of discussion.

According to the Kenyon
Fortnightly, the Board of Trustees
"approved in principle the planning
for a new capital campaign," a
massive fundraising effort conducted
by the College development staff to
raise money for expenses such as the
College's endowment and facilities.
While the specific goals of this
capital campaign and the exact dollar
amount to be raised have yet to be
decided, Horvitz said that the College
will be "aggressive like we were last

Staff Reporter

"The new policy would create
a separate source of funding for
certain organizations to travel to
competitions," said John Lesjack
'05, head of the Budget and Finance
Committee. "Currently, BFC policies dictate only one
trip per semester per organization,
but that was becoming unrealistic
based on tournament locations."
With Student Council approval, the BFC recently changed
its funding policies for competitive
student organizations traveling out
of state.
According to Lesjack, the
new policy "opens up more funding in the long run, as the money
for competitive organizations will
be coming out of a separate funding
pool."
To be eligible for the funding,
Lesjack explained, an organization
must represent Kenyon and must
compete against other schools,
requirments set by the Committee
on Student Life.
For the current year, however,
the BFC will continue to review
basis to
budgets on a
determine if an organization needs
funding for additional
tournaments.
The need for a new policy
"was brought up last year by
James Lewis '04 and myself,"
out-of-sta-
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TRUSTEES, page two

guests, including
parents and alumni, gathered on
campus last weekend to discuss the
future of the visual arts at Kenyon
as part of the College Relations
department's Kenyon Today program. Among the topics discussed
was "a more sophisticated art gallery something to support the art
and art history curriculum in a better
way," said Melissa Dabakis, Chair of
the the Art History department.
The Kenyon Today program
"is a donor cultivation activity
that originated with the 'Claiming
Our Place' fund raising campaign
in the late 1990s," said Sarah
Twenty-fiv- e
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Before the policy change,
competitive student groups had to
find alternative ways to fund their
programs.
see BFC, page two
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significant volunteer experience
in the arts... individuals who are
trustees of museums, who are private collectors and who volunteer
at large art museums," said Kahrl.
According to Kahrl, this year's
Kenyon Today events will be done
"differently" from those of past
years. The College is now "trying
to involve... donors at the earliest
stages of conversation about new
see KENYON TODAY, page three
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"twice a year and include individuals
interested in making an investment
in the College," said Kahrl.
For this particular event, the
College also included "individuals
who had professional expertise or
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said Lesjack. "James and I had
been involved in organizations that
required additional travel funding in
the past Kenyon Debating Society
(KDS) and Model United Nations
(KCMUN) and felt that it was unfair for such a large portion of the
student activities fee to be tied up in
transportation funding. We felt that
since organizations at other schools
receive funding directly from their
respective schools, Kenyon should
work with these organizations to
increase their ability to compete."
Many organizations found the
old policy of funding only one
trip per group, per semester
difficult to work around.
John Hart '05, treasurer of
KCMUN, explained: "The problem
we ran into is: what happens when
there are no tournaments in Ohio?
We used to go to a tournament at
Case Western Reserve University,
but that tournament closed down.
So that puts us in a position: how
do we compete effectively?"
Hart pointed out that KCMUN
"has proven that we can compete
on a national level. We compete
and win against Harvard, Yale and
West Point, but the old policy had
put a prohibitive restriction on that
ability."
out-of-sta-

.

Kahrl, Acting Vice President of
College Relations. Events are held

BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
News Assistant

Patient Performers

BFC approves fund
ing for competitors
BY MIKE FRICK

time." According to Horvitz, Kenyon
completed its last capital campaign,
entitled "Claiming Our Place," about
three years ago after raising $118
million. The campaign funded the
construction of the science quad and
Storer Hall, and 707c of it went to the
College's endowment
At last week's meeting the trustees "were updated on the work that's
been done by the College staff thus
far to prepare for a capital campaign
. . and we were more than satisfied
with the work that's been done," said
Horvitz.
An outside consultant audited the

12 Pages

'Kenyon Today'
reviews art program

Trustees discuss capital
campaign, Master Plan
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
News Editor
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Art majors Nike Desis '05 and Nick Westervelt '05 engage in a performance art piece in the Olin
Atrium. The students constructed a platform by the stairs and sat on display at a table all day Sunday, playing board games. Security and Safety officers asked them to stop on Monday morning.

Peirce Hall improvements considered
BY SEAN RYAN
Staff Reporter

The College is considering plans
to make improvements to one of Kenyon 's landmark buildings, Peirce Hall,
as a part of a larger plan to identify building projects that need to be completed.
According to Joe Nelson, Kenyon 's Vice President for Finance, the
improvements "may or may not come
in the form of an expansion."
Dean of Students Don Omahan
stated that the improvements would
likely be made in the kitchen and
serving area as well as improving
Peirce Hall's accessibility.
According to Omahan, the Peirce
improvement plans are part of 'ongoing
efforts" to identify expansion andor
renovation needs campus-wide.

Nelson said the College is currently "in the early stage of assessing
the possibility of making improvements to Peirce Hall." Omahan made
a similarly worded statement.
In addition, Omahan said that,
"no specific plans are being considered" and that the project is only in
its earliest phases.
At the current time, the College is
looking at Peirce Hall's present layout,
electrical system, plumbing, and heating system, in order to ascertain what
can feasibly be done.
Omahan could not conclusively

48F,

Tonight: Showers. High:

29F.
Friday: Mostly Sunny. High:
45F, low: 22F.
low:

--

.

say who, or what groups of people,

would primarily benefit from the
improvements.
The College will proceed carefully with the plans, according to
Omahan, who called Peirce Hall "a
very special building on the Kenyon
campus, with important historic significance to the College." Peirce Hall
was dedicated in 1929 and features the
Philander Chase Tower, home to the
Collegian.

No funding has yet to be allocated for any construction for the
project.

Saturday: Sunny. High: 40F,
low: 16F.
Sunday: Sunny. High: 42F,
low: 21F.
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Thistees: Master Plan changes, laptops considered
CONTINUED from page

one

College Relations Department over
the summer to determine whether it
was prepared to undertake a new
capital campaign. The consultant's
report, given at the meeting, "recommended certain changes in the
department, including several reporting changes, several changes in the
job descriptions of existing personnel and the addition of two additional
major gifts officers," said Horvitz.
"The College will implement most
of these recommendations."
According to the Kenyon Fortnightly, the members of the Board
of Trustees' Building and Grounds
Committee "discussed the Master
Plan which was revealed to the public last spring and concurred with the
consensus of senior College staff
that the top priorities for the immediate future must be visual-art- s
facilities and student residences."
However, "I can go on record as
saying this next capital campaign
will not build out the Master Plan,"
said Horvitz, "There's no way. I hope
that it will fund some of the most important parts of it
"In this college and university
world, everybody does campaigns,"
continued Horvitz. "The process is
pretty much all the same at colleges
and universities. There are sort of
accepted ways to run campaigns,
and these methods have shown
themselves to be successful."

The capital campaign process,
says Horvitz, begins with a "quiet
phase" that precedes a public announcement of the goals of the campaign. In this phase, which could last
two years or more, the Board of Trustees will identify the specific needs of
the College that the campaign money
will fund and will simultaneously test
the popularity of those needs with the
donors alumni, parents, and "friends"
of the College who will be providing the money "We'll have a lot of this
campaign already committed before
there's a public announcement," said
Horvitz.
The capital campaign will "have
somewhere between six and 20 goals"
that concern specific improvements to
the College, said Horvitz. "A goal
might be to improve quality of student
housing on campus. Another might be
to provide better academic facilities for
the fine arts. Our facilities for studio
art aren't great. Another goal might
be to provide funds to endow faculty
chairs. The trustees will decide what
we believe is in the best interests of
the College, and that'll be a collaborative process with the various trustee
committees. There will also be some
committees established."
By the end of the school year, the
board hopes to hire an outside consultant to conduct a feasibility study for the
capital campaign, "who will look at
our operations to see if we've got the
person-powto undertake a campaign,
on-camp- us

er

whether we' ve put our case together in
a strong enough fashion, and whether
our donors are excited about what

we're proposing," said Horvitz.
"That's when we'll be able to make a
guess, to set a goal for the amount of
money to be raised."
Horvitz said he does not expect difficulty in convincing donors
to give money for what the board
determines are the College's most
pressing needs. "In the past, donors
have been incredibly generous, and I
don't see any reason why they won't
continue to be," said Horvitz. "If we do
our job right, and if we put our goals
and objectives together correctly and
we have the community's support, my
guess is that over 90 of what we ask
the donors to do they'll be receptive
to."

While Horvitz said that other
institutions have fallen into the trap of
building something against their best
interests strictly because of donors'
wishes, "one of our jobs as a board is
to make sure that doesn't happen."
Debate continued to swirl about

the Master Plan, and the trustees
discussed how the plan would be prioritized and amended. The possible
elimination of a large parking lot in
the ravine behind Ward Street, which
was included in the original plan, drew
criticism at the public meetings held to
discuss the Master Plan last spring.
Although no action was taken on
the proposal to remove the parking lot

information as to how faculty have
used computers in the classroom and
would use them in the future," said
Information Technology Committee
Chair Harvey Lodish. "We discussed

from the Master Plan, "my sense was
that some misinterpreted the Master
Plan and have the idea that it was
set in stone and being imposed on the
community," said Trustee Joseph Lipscomb. "The Board always intended
the Master Plan to be a living document with active input and discussion
from students and the community. I
was happy to hear that students and
community members are engaging in
the dialogue that the Master Plan was
intended to initiate and that all parties
take an active interest in making it

the idea of a pilot project, where
the College would select a few faculty volunteers in different disciplines
and equip the students in their classes
with laptops for a semester or two.
We would then be able to get feedback from students and faculty alike.
Kenyon would then be in a far better
position to decide whether providing
laptops to all students and making essentially every classroom on campus
a computer classroom makes sense for
the College."
Many board members seemed
pleased with the general idea of the
laptop proposal.
' 'I think the idea of providing laptops to all students will help smooth
maintenance of the whole system and
thus is a good plan," said Trustee Robert Kent Scott '58. "The Board seems
to work by consensus, so I have the
feeling that most trustees will agree
with my views on this subject"
"That's something neat," said
Horvitz of the proposal. "A lot of what
the trustees do holds the College together, a very small amount of what
we do is designed to make it better. I
think all of us enjoy those moments
where we can make a decision where
we have confidence that we can make
the College better."

successful."

The board of trustees also appointed a "preliminary steering committee" composed of board members,
who will organize the process of prioritizing the Master Plan. According to
Horvitz, the committee will determine
the most organized way to involve all
members of the Kenyon and Gambier
communities in prioritizing the plan.
However, "this committee won't
prioritize the Master Plan," said Horvitz. The order in which the changes
outlined by the Master Plan will be
implemented will be determined after
the College receives community and
donor input. The board's Information Technology Committee also reviewed
a proposal that would provide College-owned
laptops to all Kenyon
students, although no decision was
made concerning the proposal. "We
all felt that we needed much more

BFC: Competitive groups granted additional funds
CONTINUED from page one

seek money from outside Kenyon.

Eddie Rice '07, head of the
Kenyon Mock Trial team, said that
his organization raises money by
charging a twenty dollar member-

"We approached the alumni office
and asked if we could do outside

ship fee.

Hart explained that not having
BFC funding forced KCMUN to

fundraising with alumni, think
tanks, law firms, etc. and were told
that was absolutely out of the question," said Hart.
The view of the alumni office,

November 3 - November 9, 2004
Nov. 3, 4:40 a.m. - Medical call
Nov. 6, 4:49 p.m. - Fire
regarding student with allergic
reaction. College Physician was
contacted and treated student at
the Health Center.
Nov. 3, 2:41 p.m. Vandalism
posters torn from room door at
McBride Residence.
Nov. 4, 1:01 a.m.
Report of
attempted theft of flag at Post
Office.
Nov. 4, 10:58 a.m. - Vandalism
to lawn area at Acland Apartments.
Nov. 4, 2:18 p.m. - Drug
paraphernalia found in room at
Caples Residence.
Nov. 5, 12:45 p.m. - Report of
vandalism in room at Norton
Hall.
Nov. 5, 3:12 p.m. - Report of
vandalism at McBride Residence.
Nov. 5, 3:27 p.m. Fire alarm
at Norton Hall - activated by
burnt sweeper motor.
Nov. 6, 8:13 a.m. - Student
involved in motor vehicle accident with College vehicle off
campus.

-

-

-

L

alarm
at Crozier Center from burned
food.
Nov. 7, 1:02 a.m. - Report of
suspicious vehicle at Ascension
Hall lot.
Nov. 7, 2:01 a.m. - Underage
consumption of alcohol at McBride Residence.
Nov. 7, 2:38 a.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at McBride Residence - Student transported to hospital by friend.
Nov. 7, 5:00 a.m. Medical call
regarding illintoxicated student
at McBride Residence. Student
transported to hospital by squad.
Nov. 7, 7:36 a.m. Medical call
regarding illintoxicated student
outside Hanna Hall. Student
transported to hospital by squad.
Nov. 8, 3:32 p.m.
Theft of
medication from room at Lewis
Hall.
Nov. 8, 4:00 p.m.
Report of
suspicious person at Gambier
Deli and Middle Ground.
Nov. 9, 12:02 a.m. - Report of
reckless driver being a danger to
students on Wiggin Street.

-

-

as articulated by Hart, is that "there
is a nebulous cloud of money
a

-

certain percentage of which will
go to Kenyon College each year. If
we artificially take some out, that
is less money to the College. And
obviously the College is more important than any particular student
organization."
Even with a separate pool
of-- money to meet their needs,
competitive organization leaders
remain skeptical of the change.
The largest concern is that funding
for additional competitions will
be of little consequence without
a resultant change in the excused
absence policy for competitive
student groups. Last year, several
organizations were forced to cancel tournament entries because
team members were unable to get
excused from class.
"The funding probably will
not make a change if team members cannot get out of class," said
Rice. "I would love to see competitive organizations get the same
exemptions that sports teams get for
absences, since most of Kenyon's
competitive organizations are academic organizations."
Several members of the Stu

dent Council pointed out the need
to review absentee policies for competitive organizations, but so far, no
change to the attendance policy has
been made.
Rice expressed a general dissatisfaction with the way Student
Council handled the discussion.
"No one asked for our opinion,"
he said. "I think the Student Council and the BFC should have had
members from the organizations
come in and answer questions
about the nature of the organizations: attendance, membership or

travel. By not asking the student
organizations their opinion on this
matter, the student council left out
a large part of the discussion."
On the other hand, Hart said
that "KCMUN made our problems
with the old system clear to the BFC
and we told them what an impossibility the current situation was for
us." In comparison to the old policy,
Hart said KCMUN is "happy with
the system. We would not have
been able to survive as a nationally
renowned team if we were forced
to do it under the old system."

Parkside Restaurant & Tavern
1
Mt Vernon Ave Wings, Nachos,
Quesadillas
Char Broiled Burgers, Chicken &
Steaks
Cajun Chicken, Cobb & Gyro Salads
Prime Rib, Pastas & Seafood
108

397-903-

O-Rin-

gs,

Rt. 229 West - 1 st traffic light
Edgewood
Go left, Edgewood becomes Mt. Vernon Ave.
Next to Colonial City Bowling

Student Discount (l 028-- 1 130):
Off Food

10

Orders with Student ID Shown Upon
Ordering

-

-

Due to staff error, Gambier resident Michael Klein was misidentified as a lawyer representing the
Democratic Party at the Gambier polls on Election Day ("Gambier polls in national spotlight," Nov. 4,
2004). Klein is not, in fact, a lawyer.
Due to staff error, the group Two Drink Minimum was misquoted in the Nov. 4, 2004 article entitled
"Drinkspoliticslaughs." The accurate quotations can be found in the videotaped performance, which
is available online.
The Collegian apologizes for any confusion resulting from these errors.
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Kenyon Today: New art facilities, museum considered
CONTINUED from page

one

priorities of the College because . . .
they often have unique experienecs
and expertise in areas" that the College "is exploring, and they also, like
any investor, like to be in at the very
beginning of die project so they can
be a part of it as it develops," she said.
Kahrl said these changes are "in response to how President Nugent likes
to engage donors and her approach to
philanthropy."
According to Claudia Esslinger,
Chair of the Art Department, a new
building to house both Art and Visual
Arts "is definite." She said much of
the discussion of the Kenyon Today
event focused on exhibition space that
would be used to replace the Olin Art
Gallery.
"Our current gallery has no security, no temperature control," Dabakis
said. "There are many shows the gallery can't acconunodate. The ceilings
are too low, there's too much glass, or
if there's a video installation the lights
needed to be dimmed in one area."

These limitations have caused
some problems in the classroom.
"Students have to drive to Cleveland
or Columbus to go to museums,"

said Dabakis. "If the College had
art on campus, it would be easier to
integrate into class work and a more
regular part of the curriculum."
However, Peter Plagens, a moderator at the event who is the art critic
for Newsweek, a painter and Kenyon
parent, said he learned about "some
money matters that made him curiouseven a little doubtful about
n
museum."
going for a
Kenyon Today participants also
discussed whether or not the gallery
would house a permanent collection
of art, as most museums do.
"Many people said that an actual
museum is a real headache, with collection policies and storage issues,"
Esslinger said. "The College must
decide whether to establish a permanent collection, or to rent traveling
shows that relate more directly to the
curriculum." She said participants
in the Kenyon Today event offered
"a lot of good advice" about whether
to have a permanent collection or to
rotate pieces.
Bill Bennett, Kenyon College
Trustee, said he believes Kenyon 's
art program is "very strong." Plagens
agreed, stating that "the teaching is
full-blow-

very, very good; there's a lot of work,
and the student comes away very enthusiastic about what he or she has
learned."
Esslinger said the strength of
Kenyon 's art department lies in the
students. "Kenyon students lire willing to take chances," said Esslinger.
'They are well informed, and they
are smart about the decisions they
are making."
Esslinger continued by comparing Kenyon with other liberal
arts schools. "Kenyon is different
because the students have a sense
of poetry in their artwork," she said.

campus. According to Esslinger,

Bexley Hall is "so far from the center
of campus" that people "forget it is
there. ...Anew facility would increase
the apparent importance
because it
already is actually very important
and visibility of the art department."
Esslinger also believes a new
building would be beneficial because
admissions tours would be encouraged to stop in the art department.
It would also be more conducive to
learning as it would possess "better
quality, safer facilities, much better
lighting and more space to work
in." Plagens also sees the "scattered
"They incorporate these literary ' and inadequate" facilities as a major
elements into how they think about
problem for the art department.
visual arts." Esslinger also noted that
According to Kahrl, the College
Kenyon students have "the discipline
is "still in the early phases of discussof a championship swim team" and ing" what role the larger community
also "dedication enough to stand for will have in the decision about what
ten hours to vote." She sees each of shape the art program will take,
these characteristics as "what sets
"Polling ought to be done of
Kenyon students apart from those of Kenyon students," said Plagens,
other liberal arts schools."
because "a lot, If not most" of curThough the visual art and art
rent students "will be gone when the
departments are closely linked
new art buildings open," Plagens
in many student's minds, there is a
said a referendum is not necessary;
massive spacial separation between
however, he believes "an expression
the two departments on Kenyon's
of opinion" would be beneficial.
hi-str- oy

The Arts Policy Task Force, a
group of students, faculty and administrators who are working to formulate
a policy for the direction of the visual
arts at Kenyon, "will certainly consider the ideas and suggestions that
were voiced ... by the participants in
the 'Kenyon Today' program," said
Provost Greg Spaid, the task force's
chair. The task force "will be considering for the rest of the year the question
of what type of art exhibition facilities
Kenyon should have in the future,"
said Spaid.
However, Spaid stressed that no
decisions were made at last weekend's
"Kenyon Today" event. "Kenyon Today was not an attempt to arrive at a
recommendation," said Spaid. "In a
sense, it was part of the research the
college is doing to help inform the
decision-makin- g
process."
Spaid said that "the task force
hopes to have some models for what
Kenyon might do to pass on to the
trustees in time for their meeting in
late April."

Architect and creator of the
Kenyon Master Plan Graham Gund
attended the Kenyon Today event but
declined to comment

Gambier, College Twp. discuss zoning code changes
BY ROSE BABINGTON

Staff Reporter

The day after national politics
took the stage in Gambier, local
politics reigned, as the Gambier
Planning and Zoning Commission
met with the Planning and Zon

ing Commission from College
Township to discuss revision of
the Zoning Code. Jim Hartzler,
the consultant working with both
commissions, ran the Nov. 3 meeting and facilitated dialogues about
both groups' planning priorities.
At the beginnina of the meet- -

November 9, 1967

Computer Solves All Personal

Woes

All a Kenyon student had to do in 1967 to find that special someone was
employ the services of "Kenyonian Match," a matchmaking service that
employed the use of a computer. After filling out a questionnaire with
"twenty-fou- r
inquiries into the nature of the applicant and his Ideal Date,"
the service promised to give the applicant "the names of at least four ready,
who would supposedly match the
willing, and able Ohio-are- a
co-eds-

,"

criteria
November

15, 1979

Investigators Consider Theories and Questions
This article ran just beneath another article on the same sad topic: Confusion Surrounds Sophomore's Death. Kenyon sophomore Doug Shafer was
killed after apparently falling down the Caples elevator shaft. The elevator
was found stuck halfway between the 7 and 8 floors. Theories ran that
he had tried exiting the elevator by crawling between the elevator floor
and the 7th floor ceiling, then slipped into the shaft However, no scream
was heard, and at the time Assistant Dean for Student Residences Robert
Reading said that "though a mysterious other party is conceivable, there is
no evidence which would indicate that likelihood. I will not dismiss that
possibility, however."

November

16, 1989

Visiting Students Incite Racial Tension
"This past weekend eight pledges from the Delta Kappa Epsilon chapter
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute visited and subsequently initiated a racial
incident against a black female Kenyon student ..." The pledges had come
on campus with a secret mission to get a picture of a pledge with a "black
woman." After former Kenyon DKE President Rob Healy was made aware
of "the racist nature of the photograph," the DKE brothers rounded up the
pledges and sent them home. The incident caused the Delta Kappa Epsilon
chapter at Kenyon to disaffiliate themselves with DKE International.
BY ZACH STOLTZFUS

ing, Hartzler asked the two groups
to rank different planning and zoning issues on a scale of one to five,
with one being least important. The
Gambier-commission-

which met

,

last week to discuss planning and
zoning issues, concluded that the

most pressing issues included
insulating student housing from
resident housing and maintaining
public service functions in the village center.
Another concern was the Kenyon Master Plan, or, as council
members called it, the "Graham
Gund Plan," and the effects it
might have on the Village. Hartzler
agreed with Commission members
that there was no written basis "on
which to respond to it," which has
created concern and some controversy among Village residents.
The issue of home rule, a
system in which the Village could

approve a charter granting a lon
cal
executive board
powers that are normally reserved
for the State, was previously dismissed as irrelevant.
However, it resurfaced at last
week's meeting when Hartzler
urged the Commission members
to reconsider its rank as a "one,"
the lowest possible value.
Commission member Doug
Givens, selected as Gambier's
unofficial spokesman at the
meeting, jokingly commented to
Hartzler that "it would take this
Commission at least 25 years to
come to any kind of decision if a
home rule system were to go into
effect, and by then we'd eat each
other."
Hartzler, however, praised
the merits of the system, saying
that Gambier is a "community
with a whole lot of smart people,"
three-perso-

and advocated that implementing
home rule would allow Gambier
to free itself from restraints in the
Ohio Revised Code that he said are
not pertinent to the Village. Mayor
Kirk Emmert conceded that the Village would not completely rule out
the possibility and that "maybe in
the future" the Commission would
consider it.
The College Township Commission identified several crucial
planning issues when it was their
turn to present their concerns for the
Township. Continuing open-spac- e
preservation efforts, strengthening
fire and EMS services, discouraging new commercial and industrial growth in the unincorporated
township, controlling Kokosing
--

River development and using
design principles for new growth
all received significance ratings of
"five."

Student council finalizes division plan
BY ANDY CLAUTICE

Staff Reporter
As in the last three meetings,
the main business before Student
Council this week was a proposal
for changes to the current division
housing rule. This week, however,
the only policy review came in the
form of reviewing some minor
changes to the proposal approved
last week. The remainder of the
discussion revolved around the
way in which the proposal would
be presented to Campus Senate at
their meeting Thursday.
The proposal approved by
Council allows sophomores to live
in division but penalizes them housing lottery points if they enter the
lottery in their junior or senior year.
The changes to the proposal closed

loopholes that left uncertainty in
certain situations. Most notably,
the revised proposal specifies that
students who go abroad during their
junior year and enter the lottery in
their senior year will be treated as
if they had remained in division
during that time, thus incurring a
lesser point reduction, while students who receive rooms in their
organization's division through
the housing lottery as sophomores
will be penalized as if they had been
placed there directly.
The debate about how to present the proposal to Senate revolved
around whether the Council should
provide the other proposals they reviewed as well and let the Senate
hash them out.
The answer turned out to be
a resounding no. Housing and

Grounds Chair Steve Hands '06
cited two members of his committee Who also hold positions on Senate and had "advised against sending options" in order to streamline
Senate's review process.

Other Council

members

agreed, including Senate
Meredith Farmer '05, who said she
hopes to help Senate avoid spendtime on a topic that
ing even-mor- e
has already occupied many weeks
worth of discussion.
Co-Cha- ir

Student Council President
Nick Xenakis '05 reminded those
Council members who hold positions on Senate to stress the
Council's support of the current
proposal but ultimately allowed
that the other proposals should at
least be supplied in order to show
what had been considered.

--
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"Undercover prospie" assesses tours
BY STU SCHISGALL
StafFWriter

For the students interested in
pursuing careers in business, advertising or walking backwards,
Kenyon has the right job for you:
tour guiding.
Remember the Kenyon tour
you went on before deciding to
attend a school in the middle of
nowhere walking down Middle
Path and observing its beauty for
the first time astounded you, while
Peirce Hall blew your mind. For
this Kenyon student, Peirce Hall
beauty
and its Harry Potter-esqu- s
was one of the deciding factors
among the ten schools I was considering attending sad, but true.
After attending six of the seven tours as an undercover "prospie"
on Oct. 29, 1 feel that I can make
a fair decision on the credibility
tour information given to the
prospies, and, more importantly,
their parents, the bill payers. During each tour, I sat in the Ransom
Lounge slyly acting out the role of
a prospective student among fellow
prospies.
Since none of the tours differed greatly from any other, I will
paint you a picture of the typical
Kenyon tour.
The first thing discussed while
exiting Ransom was what our
future studies at Kenyon would
include. I mentioned English and
political science; other prospies'
interests included science, music,
drama and math. The tour guides
then split up the prospective students based on their academic
interests math and science in
one group and English, music and
drama in the other and the tours
began. Having exited Ransom, the
tour went to Olin Library where the
guides explained the archives and

of-th- e

art gallery.

"Kenyon has 747,233 books in
the library, but we have access to
over seven million books through
Consort and Ohio Link," one guide
stressed. "If you can head this way
and look at this model," the guide
instructed the group as we surrounded the model of the FRA,
"Kenyon's new athletic facility
rivals that of the Ohio State University," the guide mentioned as
each student and parent gazed at
the
facility.
After a
stare at
the athletic building, a
walk took us to Storer. "This room
is built as if it were the inside of
a cello," each guide stated as the
group tried to imagine what a cello
actually looked like from the outside, let alone what the infrastructure consisted of. Either a question
about the presence of the Chihuly
ornament followed this statement,
or, if there was not a comment after
two minutes, the tour guide would
explain the Jihouli gift Kenyon
multi-million-dol-

lar

three-minu-

te

two-minu- te

?iirr

L

received from Graham Gund. For
those in my situation, this fact was
secondary to imagining what the
inside of a cello must look like.
Since one of the prospies was
interested in music, we glanced inside Brandi Recital Hall where the
Chamber Singers greeted us with
their song. A walk through Rosse
Auditorium halted at the Rosse
stairwell where the guide stopped
us and discussed a traditional
aspect of Kenyon the freshman
ritual of singing at the Rosse stairwell when they first arrive, and
then singing at the same stairwell
when they leave as a senior.
From Rosse, the tour went to
the science quad where the guide
briefly talked about the buildings
and offered a random fact such
as "the introductory physics labs
have more gamma ray spectrometers than the entire nuclear physics department at OSU," to which
members of the tour nodded their
heads with approval and made an
agreeable "hmmmm."
Leaving the science quad, we
walked towards the upperclassman
dorms. "Old Kenyon is the oldest
example of college gothic architecture," most guides mentioned. As
the parents and prospies gawked
at the grandiose building, the
guide always stated, "The building burned down in the 1800s and
was rebuilt brick by brick," leading
to immediate discussion within the
group. Heading towards the new
sports facility, the guide told us to
admire the black roof of the new
athletic center.
We continued the tour towards
Bolton Theatre, where an automatic reference to Paul Newman followed. We then entered Peirce and
a handful of parents and students
asked, "Is this where Harry Potter
was filmed?" The guide was eagerly waiting for the question and told
us that the makers of Harry Potter
were not even considering filming
at Kenyon, but Dead Poets Society
was nearly filmed here; however,
the lack of snow in Gambier proved
to be a problem.
We headed towards downtown Gambier, walking past the
IPHS, political science and other
department houses. Mentioning
the bookstore along with the deli
and market as we passed, the tour
guide led us to the freshman dorms.
We entered a room in McBride and,
after intruding on a busy Kenyon
student's life for five minutes, we
left the room, got onto Middle Path,
and headed towards Ransom. I experienced this path more or less on
all of my tours.
Prospies were always quiet
and did not ask too many questions, so I asked the questions that
needed to be answered, including
the party scene on campus, the political spectrum of the students and
the student awareness of athletic

events. The answers about the party
scene and the awareness students
had of athletic events were not surprising: "Kenyon enjoys partying
on the weekends," and "athletics
do not run the majority of the students' social lives." The answers
regarding the political spectrum
of the students on campus were
not as concrete, and this is where
any lying would have occurred,
but after perusing the tour guide
booklet, I decided Admissions did
not prepare guides effectively with
numbers addressing this issue. Tour
guides mentioned statistics ranging
to
from 50-5- 0 conservative-libera- l
80-2and with the election arriving in a week, this was a concern
for all parents. The ambiguities of
the guides were not comforting to
anyone, including this politically
concerned student. Parents were
anxious about the student-to-facult- y
ratio, and most wanted
to make sure their child would
receive enough personal attention
for $40,000. As one parent stated,
"I take the total dollars I'm paying
and try to determine the amount
of time teachers will spend with
their students and divide the two
figures." The
ratio pleased most
parents.
Other students walking to and
from class helped remind the parents and kids that their tour guides
were not professionals but actual
students, as five to seven students
always recognized the tour guides
with a wave or a pat on the back.
To add to the
of
the tour, random facts mentioned
included that 35 of the student
population participates in varsity
athletics, that 53 of students are
women and that 40 of students
have cars.
After my last tour ended, I decided to find out who selects our
tour guides and how they select
these future salespeople. Senior
Shannon Leitner and junior Teresa
Rafferty are the head tour guides
this year, and they are responsible
for organizing the mandatory trainings, and Admissions officers Jill
Atkinson and Erica Carroll aid
them in training.
Atkinson said that for students
interested in becoming tour guides,
provide
applications, and everyone who
responds with a completed application will receive an interview.
Each candidate will then have
a group interview consisting of
eight to ten students, where the
selection of tour guides occurs.
Enthusiasm towards the school
and accurate portrayal of Kenyon
are key components in earning a
tour guide position, but the real
decider for Admissions is diversity
and
Being a seasoned veteran of
tours, I feel that the cem that every
0,

ten-to-o-

ss

light-heartedne-

once-a-semest-

er

well-roundedne-

e-ma-
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student-to-profess-
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or

tour must include is the third floor
lounge of Ascension. Parents and
prospies were flabbergasted with
the Peirce cafeteria and the lounge
of Storer. Visiting the lounge in Ascension would definitely make the
tour more aesthetically pleasing
and may increase the percentage
of students who decide to attend
Kenyon I remember Ascension's
lounge did play a minor part in my
deciding to attend Kenyon.
After seven tours, I thought
50 minutes was too long for a
tour, but, from the perspective of
a prospie, the tour should not run
for more than an hour, and an extra
ten minutes would allow the guides
to visit an extra building, such as
Ascension. Fortunately, witnessing
illegal activities did not occur more
than once or twice, so the guides

had no need to create significant
detours or distractions, but each
guide was prepared with a back-u- p
plan in case they run into a problem including weather or gaining
ground on another tour.
So if you are interested in
pursuing a career in business,
working on your backwards walk,
or making a few extra dollars every week apply for the position this
semester. Not only will you have
fun and lessen your debt, you'll

learn bizarre facts about your
town, like that 1400 market dogs
are sold every week, and perhaps
your tour guide position will lead
you to meeting your future spouse;
each tour had a different number
but the average figure of Kenyon
students marrying each other was
unofficially

50.

Origin of writing revealed
BYAERIN CURTIS
StafFWriter

Writing may be the "greatest
invention of mankind," but according to Denise Schmandt-Bessera- t,
its origins are far from celebrated.
In fact, they are not even really
known. In her lecture Monday
spoke
night, Schmandt-Besserabout her research into writing's
murky background.
Ancient civilizations, she
pointed out, often credit writing
as an invention of the gods. But, as
the prominent French encyclopedia writer Diderot noted during his
work, writing must have evolved
from human origins.
Great importance is placed
on the advent of writing in a culture, because it brings about three
great cultural revolutions. In oral
traditions, history and legends
are passed on, but they change in
the telling, whereas with writing,
the facts remain. The first change
after the introduction of a writing
system is a "revolution in communication." Messages can be
recalled when needed so parts are
not forgotten. This works with
the second point, the "revolution of record keeping." With a
recording system, words spoken
and amounts paid or to be paid
can be established. If the bargain
is written down the terms remain
clear. Lastly, with writing comes a
"revolution in thought." Through
the art of writing people are allowed the freedom to record their
thoughts and return to them later.
This all has a significant effect on
a culture and as such, writing systems have always interested those
who study the past.
In agrological thought, the
assumption has been that written
language stemmed from Sumer
sometime around 3000 BC. However, because the steps preceding
the existing written clay tablets
at

had been lost, archaeologists were
only able to hypothesize about
the evolution of the written word.
preProfessor Schmandt-Bessersented a new theory.
Schmandt-Besserpresented
research she had done concerning
small clay figurines found in many
excavation sites in Sumer. The clay
chips vary in size and shape and,
she argues, "were used as counters,
denoting units of livestock, grain,
oil, etc."
at

at

This interpretation of the
chips makes them part of the
missing link between an oral and a
written language. They mark what
she refers to as "a revolution of
record keeping." With a method of
representational counters business
agreements could be recorded.
As business deals became
more numerous and complex the
Sumerians' system of chips also
advanced. Eventually they began
to group the chips relating to a
particular issue and seal them in
a ball of clay. This ball was then
closed and marked with the seal
of the people involved with the
transaction. The obvious drawback to this method soon led to
other changes. No one could see
the pieces inside the ball, of clay
which caused record keepers to
press the chips into the outside of
the clay before sealing it. This, in
turn, led to the abandonment of the
chips system.
Instead of pressing the clay
figure into a ball of clay, Sume-ria- n
accountants began to use a flat
circular piece of clay. The indentations remained the same but no
longer were the chips needed. They
had bridged the gap between
and
repetition of objects. This, along
with the addition of phonetically
spelled names to such transitional
documents, set the Sumerians on
the path of a pictographic writing
system.
three-dimension-

two-dimensio-

nal
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Double Majors: Twice the fun?
BY KATE AUFSES

SmffWriter

Amanda

Carpenter '05

planned to pursue a double major
in English and studio art with a
minor in philosophy, but before
her senior year she dropped the
English component of her major
because she "knew how time
consuming both things are." On
the other end of the spectrum,
Tris Warkentin '05 is currently
swimming in an intense triple
major psychology, philosophy
and German literature. He keeps
his head above water, though,
and says the triple major is "not
that hard." Double or even triple
majoring has become an increasingly popular trend on college
campuses all over the country. At
Kenyon, the number of graduating seniors with double majors
has doubled from 29 in 1984 to
61 in 2004.
Much of Kenyon's faculty
finds fault with double majoring. David Lynn, a Professor of
English and Editor of The Kenyon
Review, is staunchly opposed to
the practice, he said. "I hate them.
... There are rare exceptions, but
I think double majoring
gets
you nothing except an extra set

deeply into more than one subject
area. However, Lynn believes that
students are mistaken and "wind
up not doing either well." He
finds that students forget that
they are required to take classes
in other areas besides the one in
which they major, and they do
not realize that "across the curriculum, the liberal arts enhance
each other."
From an administrative
point of view, Jane Martindell,
the Dean of Academic Advising, says that it all depends on
the student. "For some, it is a
good idea." she said, "For some,
it is not an advantage." Some
students, she finds, wind up
"overloaded and not as intensely
focused, but some really have a
passion for multiple subjects."

According to Warkentin,
he belongs to the latter group
of students. He believes that his
three majors have the "most connections" and are all "intricately
wound."
"I like the stuff I'm doing.
I want to do the work. I finish
more classes than regular single
majors," said Warkentin.
Carpenter has also found
connections between her studio
art major, her philosophy minor

of senior exercises." Students

and her passion for English,

often decide to pursue a double
major because they want to delve

even though she is no longer an
English major. "There are ele- -

Kenyon made national headlines last week for the long
voting lines. What should we be mentioned for next?

"Our long RFOC lines."

-

"Many at the college want to
secede from the Union and
establish a Democratic People's
Republic of Gambier."

an Gaunt
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"We should raise farm animals.'
Katherine Tumen '08
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"We're the only college ever
where students think cell
phones are uncool."
-J- oe Gavin '07
BY MARA ALPERIN

ments of English in my major,"
she said, "And being in a liberal
arts environment, everything we
learn will have direct or indirect
influence on what you produce in
your major."
Many students who double
major believe that focusing on
more than one academic area
will give them more options after graduation. Lynn heartily disagrees. "Double majoring won't
help you get into grad school. ...
No one will see it. ... It won't do
any harm in the long run, but it
stands in the way of the meaning
of a liberal arts education."

Martindell said, "With a
liberal arts education, I don't
.

think double majoring ... opens
a lot more doors career-wise.- "

Liberal arts colleges focus
on enhancing skills across all
academic areas "Those skills
help people get jobs," according
to Martindell, "And the major is
not the magic pill."
No one attributes the increase
in double majoring at Kenyon to
pressure from the College itself.
Lynn calls it "a fashion among
students," and Martindell believes
it stems from "societal pressures
in general." The faculty and administration worries that these
maintaining
societal pressures
stellar grades, going to graduate school, pursuing lucrative
careers are causing students
to overstretch themselves. Lynn
calls double majoring "a burden
that makes no sense."
Lynn said it is the "general
consensus among the faculty
that students are overburdened
... with so many classes and

The Kenyon Collegian

Class of 2008 matriculates
BY JAMES MILLER
StafFWritcr

One week of November has
packed in enough punch for a
whole month. Barely out of the

from Halloween,
Election Day came upon this
little old town of Gambier, with
wind-dow-

n

a certain charming and stifling
quality unequalcd across the nation. That bang was smothered
to a whimper with the outcome
of the 2004 Presidential election,
and eventually a familiar whine
in the ALLSTU department. With
barely enough time to recover
from the shell shock of voting,

Kenyon

first-year-

s

officially

embarked upon their four-yeodyssey this past November 4.
Celebrations coinciding with
the Founders' Day Convocation
are as old as Kenyon's great
name. At this rite of Matriculation, transfer students and members of the Class of 2008 accepted
their new place in the ongoing
history of Kenyon College. Duar

ally, Kenyon College accepts
these students as its own, a pact
to last even beyond four meager
years.
The Founders' Day Convoca- -

carved an intricate and growing
history in the side of this small
hill.
Next, David Lynn addressed
the group from both the perspec-

tive of professor and that of
alumnus. He related anecdotes
from his first year in Gund Hall
and expounded on the extent to
which Kenyon has changed his
life. In turn, he added, each student has the power to change the
story of Kenyon. Lynn's speech
was followed by the annual Matriculation Oath, led by Dean of
Students Don Omahan.
To round off the ceremony,
Provost Greg Spaid introduced
Kenyon's thirteen recently-electe- d
members of Phi Beta Kappa
for the Class of 2005, and the
Chamber Singers performed the
familiar "Kokosing Farewell."
Just south of Rosse Hall, the
first-yestudents soon gathered
to plant the Class of 2008 Tree
amid laughter and the passing of
shovels. However, the most significant portion of the Founders'
Day tradition was still to come.
For three hours that afternoon, students were permitted
to enter the Special Collections
Room of Olin library to sign the
ar

T

extracurricular activities that
they are not doing anything
well." Lynn added, however, that
Kenyon students are "not lazy."
He says it is "better to change
your mind than to be indecisive
and overburdened. ... That is not
what a liberal arts education is
about." Martindell believes that
the increase in double majoring
comes from "a wider range of interest that reflects a wide range of
talent in the student body."
Depsite the obvious talent
and drive of a Kenyon student,
Lynn claims never to have "heard
a compelling reason" to double
major. He says students mainly
"feel they are supposed to." The
administration has no plans to
clamp down on the option of a
double major; rather, Martindell
said that the administration is in
favor of "what is right for each
student." The consensus among
students, it seems, is that people
double major for the sake of
learning more and enjoying what
they learn. Warkentin says he is
here to learn even if it means getting worse grades, and he insists,
. I'm
"I am not doing it half-- a
going in more aggressively than

anyone." Carpenter believes
that although double majoring
was not right for her, many
students are "motivated by the
prospect of studying two or
more disciplines."

Steve Klise

Professor of English David Lynn speaks to the Class of 2008.

tion began during Common Hour
in Rosse Hall; the schedules of

morning classes were altered
to accommodate
students'
attendance at the event. Accompanied by the Scioto Brass
Ensemble, a procession of professors and administrators filed
into the auditorium, clad in their
majestic ceremonial garb. Flags
representing the home nations of
and transfer
Kenyon's first-yeastudents lined the stage, framing
the Chamber Singers.
President Nugent opened the
ceremony, recounting her pride in
Kenyon's stand at the polls and
her anticipation for the years to
come. Shortly thereafter, Harry
Clor Professor of Political Science Pamela Jensen recounted
rs

some of the many men and
women whose combined energies

Matriculation Books of Kenyon
College. Students were permitted
to gaze upon the signatures of Kenyon's celebrity alumni Hayes
to Newman and back again but
paralso those of their teen-age- d
ents or even grandparents.
Signing the Matriculation
Book is the final act of initiation
and by far the most personal.
What it means to see my name in
line with over a century's worth
of names each one an entire
life story is beyond report, nor
shall I speculate on its meaning
for others. While last week may
be most noted for perseverance
at the polls and history-makin- g
dedication, let not go unmen-tione- d
the great manner in which
all of our personal histories have
been affected, simply by'calling
Kenyon "Hhme."
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been debated for many years with
out any clear resolution. George W.

BY JAY ULW1CK
Staff Columnist

During his Oct. 25 lecture, John Agresto, former Senior Advisor for
Higher Education for the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq, alluded
d
Iraqi
repeatedly to a "return to normalcy," the need for the
people to shed the residual traces of 35 years of tyranny. The necessity fori
this culture to reenter the marketplace and embrace capitalist values.
This idea of this "return to normalcy" can also be applied to post
election Kenyon. One week after our adventure at the polls, the campus
is still awash in often vicious political allstus, conspiracy theories and
national-issu- e
protest. Conservatives and liberals remain unable to have
discussions without exposing feelings of animosity and loathing. Lines of
demarcation drawn upon our arrival in August have been only deepened
and the divide wears heavily upon our campus.
Rarely, at least in recent memory, have tensions run so high. We
are a fragmented campus in a fractured nation. Many have called for
unity, but their voices are often overshadowed by those calling for further
kchism.
Amidst all of this, something has been left behind. For each political
ly charged stampede down Middle Path, there is an a capella performancej
with a mostly empty venue. For each angry, vitriolic,
allstu, there is an allstu advertising a senior thesis which remains unread.
And for each angry dining hall political exchange, there is a "hello, how
are you," that goes unstated.
Surely this is a reflection of the national political climate. But one of
the most important values of our sacred hill is a state of detachment from
the real world. Although civic involvement is always an essential facet
our primary purpose
including election season
of American life
during our four short years here is to pursue knowledge and experience
in a setting insulated from the world's treachery and removed from the
proverbial rat race.
By carrying political mudslinging into our classes, social interac
tions and the virtual "allstu" forum, we lose an essential portion of the
Kenyon experience. Now that the highly - charged election season has
ended, it is time to remember that we are college students in a college
environment.
This is the last period of our lives, to some extent, that we will be
privileged to encounter so many minds similarly interested solely in the
e
to pasture and attend a
business of learning. Put the political
lecture or a concert. Transcend irresolvable differences of opinion and
discuss Chaucer or Hobbes or thermodynamics, without any prompting
at all. Stop arguing and start enjoying the beauty around us. PhilandeH
kvould have wanted it that way.
anti-somethi-
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Coming back from Peirce Hall
3, I heard something apNov.
on
propriate coming from one of the
windows of neighboring Lewis Hall.
I was speaking with a student who
had the foresight to call this election what it really is while I heard
the Imperial March, Darth Vader's
own theme music, blaring from his
windows. This is indeed an empire
we have created, if our leaders can
impose their religion upon us as they
please.
The Pilgrims emigrated to
America because of a need for
religious freedom. Religious freedom is becoming scarce, especially
with the election of a president who
claims his major strong point is his
"values." Many would argue that
it is impossible to leave behind
religious values when entering the
voting booth, especially when two
presidential candidates have such
different opinions opinions that
they seek to intertwine with religious
beliefs permanently.
Religion has infested the government on a level unprecedented
to this point. Attempting to equate

religious beliefs with universal
values comes dangerously close
to mandating a religious belief for
the country. Three religion-relate- d
issues have fought their way to the
forefront of the debates we watched
during this election season: gay marriage, abortion, and the presence of
Christian symbols in schools and
government buildings.

Gay marriage is an issue
which many right-winreligiously
motivated politicians seek to make a
One of George W. Bush's
"values" is that marriage is between
a man and a woman. Many religious
citizens who chose to vote for Bush
because they agreed with him found
their justification in the Bible.
The Bible says that homog,

non-issu- e.

sexual men and women will not
be welcomed at the gates of heaven
and therefore should not be tolerated

The argument
(Romans 1:26-29- ).
that many Christians take into the
voting booths is that gay marriage is
wrong because gay men and women
should not exist at all.
If people have a social problem
with gay marriage, they should lose
their prejudices now, before they become ingrained in their personalities.
I have never had to justify what I
do in my bedroom, and why should
anyone else? Why should two men
or two women who feci an intense
love for each other not be allowed
to raise a family, buy a house in
the suburbs and live the American

dream?
Abortion

is an issue

that has

Bush's "values" dictate that abortion is wrong because it constitutes
murder. It is against his personal
beliefs to make abortion legal, and
hence, he has incorporated it into
his political policy. Unfortunately,
many in America have decided that
this is a viable way to determine the
nation's position on abortion. In
theory, each American citizen is free
from religious persecution, but when

government officials especially
the President use their religion as
a motivation for political agendas,
then every American citizen is by
default religiously oppressed.
This country was founded by

people escaping from religious
persecution and a country where religion was mandated by the government. Because of the way President
Bush has used his version of values
to justify his objection to abortion,
a rationale that just so happens
to spring from a deeply Christian
base, every citizen may be forced to
adopt a law straight from Christian
theology.
"Thou shall not kill," the sixth
commandment, is the commandused to justify
ment many
their objection to abortion in the
polls this year. The most important
commandment of all, "Thou shall
have no other Gods before me," is
not currently being imposed on the
people of the United States. When
the sixth commandment is used
to justify a law based on religious
beliefs, is it such a stretch to see
other commandments being used to
justify laws? Many Christians live
in America, but many Jews, Hindus,
pro-life- rs

Buddhists, Muslims, Zoroastrians
and those of other religious creeds
live in the U.S. as well.
Even if people agree that abortion should be made illegal because it
constitutes murder, they should come
to this conclusion not through government-imposed
religious beliefs,
but through their own
and reasoning. Religions, many of
which were formed in ancient times,
should have no bearing on the political decision-makin- g
process in this
day and age. Each American citizen
should turn to himself as the ultimate
authority on each and every issue.
self-reflecti-

on

Finding Christian symbols
inside schools and government
buildings always chills me to the
bone. The idea of mandating a religious presence over any court of
law or advocating the teaching of a
single religion in a school smacks of
indoctrination. State legislature cannot determine what god I believe in,
if I do indeed choose to believe in
any god at all. By encouraging children to adopt Christianity through
mandatory chapel sessions, we tire

brainwashing our children into accepting only one religion.
If a school is going to donate
half an hour to one religion every
day, it should donate that amount
of time to every religion, every day.
By only showing one religion to our
children, we are depriving them of a
choice they should rightfully have:
the choice to believe in whichever
god they wish.
That choice was what drove the
Pilgrims here in the first place; that
choice motivated the separation of
church and state. This separation is
eroding as more and more people
vote for certain candidates simply
because they find correlation between the politician's religious beliefs and their own. I have never seen
religious zeal defeat a national deficit
and I have never seen religious zeal
defeat rising costs of living. What I
have seen is religion misused more
now then ever.
Religion is a great institution.
It gives people strength when they
are down; it gives people hope
when they need it. Political discussion, however, is to me as sacred as
religion. The governing of a people
is a sacred duty, one which should
be carried out in an objective, unaffected way. I see problems looming
large for our country when a large
proportion of voters are voting for

whose "values" just

candidates

happen to match up with Christian
teachings.
By turning to his religion when
making law, a law which will govern
not just those of his own religion but
those of every religion, the President
is ignoring the separation of church
and state on which this government was founded. He allows his
lawmaking policy to be tainted by
religious influence. To vote for a
candidate because one agrees with
the candidate's values is to accept
blindly that each and every person
in the U.S. should have the same
moral compass, the same "value"
system. Our government was built
to represent the majority of citizens
fairly under its banner. It was never
meant to impress religion unfairly
on its people through law.

Spring Break

2005-Trav- el

with STS,
America's 1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hir-

reps.
ing
Call for group dison-camp-

us

counts. Information
Reservations
or
www.ststravel.com.
1-800-64-

8-4849
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Creative writing program needs reconsideration
BY LORA PACHT

Staff Columnist

Kenyon College has long
been renowned for its amazing

creative writing program with
an impressive array of creative
writing courses, workshops
and speeches and presentations
given by writers every week.
But a complaint has recently
surfaced about the accessibility of programs and feedback
for writers who are either not
interested in participating in the
creative writing program or were
simply unable to gain admission
into the program.
The creative writing program

at Kenyon can be viewed as one

of two things: an incredible

op-

portunity for those students accepted, or a frustrating obstacle
for those not accepted. With
class sizes increasing every year
and this year's freshman class
being the biggest it has ever
been, the spots in the creative
writing program are being filled
quickly.
Therefore, a separate outlet
for writers has now become imperative. In addition to creative
writing classes either not fitting
into student's schedules or filling up too quickly, there are also
unfair advantages in the system
that allow certain students to be

accepted more easily. There are
plenty of writers who are incredible at crafting poems but who
have simply never had the opportunity to take a creative writing
class in the past. Consequently,
these students are not aware of
the strategies used to jazz up
their portfolios and revise their
work. Since writing is usually
such an intensely personal task,
the reasoning for admission into
the creative writing program is
often blurry, and students are
left wondering why they were
rejected and how and why other
students were accepted.
After hearing these complaints
voiced by other writers, the ques

tion of how to solve the problem
arises. One possibility would be
to add a new class that is simply
an introduction to the creative
writing process, almost like an
instruction manual for writers
striving to be accepted into the
creative writing program. This
class would obviously be open
to all students and would be focused on teaching students about
writing tools such as portfolios
and submission techniques. Although constructive criticism is
crucial to improvement, the class
would not center around teaching
students to identify a "good" or
"bad" piece of writing. This is
nearly impossible to accomplish

since writing speaks to different
individuals in different ways, but
there are definitely ways to revise
writing and put together a portfolio so that a writer's work will
be presented in the best and most
professional light possible.
Since one of the main points
of coming to Kenyon College for
many students is to improve and
hone skills, measures must be
taken to create a more equal

playing field for our aspiring
creative writers. Every student
should have the tools necessary
to apply for the program, and
no student should be confused
as to the reasons they were not
accepted.

Republicans explain lack of campus campaign
BY LILI

BITTING

Guest Columnist

Firstly, I have never been
so proud of my school. I think
Kenyon reached a new level of
community on election night.
For the first time in a few months
there was no divide between Kerry
and Bush supporters
there were
only students, banded together to
participate in the most important
freedom that we possess as Americans, students whose devotion and

determination were part of what
will surely be known as an important moment in our country's
history.

This school year has seen lots
of campaigning and noise behind
John Kerry with little or none
behind Bush. As the President
of Kenyon College Republicans,
I would like to offer not so much

of an excuse but some reasoning
behind my club's actions.
As Republicans, we found
ourselves in a tricky place. On
one hand, we felt a tremendous
love and respect for the Kenyon
community; on the other, we
felt an immense pressure from
the National College Republican
Committee. What I mean by this
is that Kenyon students really do
have an exceptional amount of
respect for one another.
Even though the Republican viewpoint is almost always
in the minority, I feel confident
that the student body will always
be respectful and occasionally grateful for an opposing

viewpoint.

Kenyon students

are a rare breed in that, as a whole,
we tend to desire to enrich our-

selves by listening to and learning
something from people who have a

The world watched as
Kenyon waited to vote
Editor:
A quick note in the aftermath to those who stood in endless lines
to cast their vote. Thank you. People were throwing away the chance
to vote all over the country, and you recognized the importance of your
say. I am overwhelmed by your patience and your determination.
Thank you for making my vote in New York count all the more. Thank
you for showing ourcountry and our world that young Americans care

different set of beliefs from ours.

on Kenyon's

campus. Although
many members campaigned in
the greater Mount Vernon area on
an individual basis, it was decided
that it would be in the club's best
interest to remain quiet. I have yet
to regret this decision despite the
heat that I have received both on
campus and off.
I do applaud all of the work
that the Kenyon Democrats put
into their campaigning. I personally find it inspiring how so many
people rallied so wholeheartedly
behind one cause. I hope that no
one feels that all their hard work
was not worth it in the end.
Nov. 2 was a high point for
Kenyon in my eyes. Despite aggravation and inconvenience, I hope
that most walked away from the
polling experience with a renewed
love for Kenyon and their fellow
students. There is a reason we re

As Kenyon Republicans,
we felt that it was a priority to

preserve the respect that exists
between Kenyon students even
at the cost of breaking ties with
our national organization, which
is exactly what we did.
At the end of September a representative of the National College
Republicans gave my
Rob McGuire, and me an
ultimatum. We would need to participate fully in required activities,
which Rob and I felt would
be unacceptable on Kenyon's
campus, or we would need to
drop our national ties. Rob and I
chose on the spot to preserve the
respect that Kenyon students give
our club and broke from the National Committee. With the break
came a decision not to campaign
vice-preside-

nt,

ceived so much publicity: what we
did was amazing. It gives me faith
in our country and its citizens.
Although November 3 was a
day plagued by long faces worn
by many, the time has come to
rally behind our country and our
president. If John Kerry had won,
I like to think that I would still be
saying the same thing. Even if you
did not vote for George Bush, he
is your president. After supporting
and participating in the electoral
process on Nov. 2, it is important
to support the results on Nov. 3.
On behalf of a political club,
Kenyon, we are so proud of you. To
all of the Kerry supporters, please
don't let your passion fade, just
redirect it into support and belief
in our country and our president.
Editor's Note: Lili Bitting is the
President of Kenyon College
XRepublicans.

Editor:
The reports of your voting heroics reached us live on CNN yesterday afternoon while we were
following the U.S. election news.
You should all know that not only has word of your efforts travelled around the globe, but also
that each and every one of us is extremely proud of your magnificent collective effort.
As an American living abroad since 1993, I am proud to say that I have never missed a general
election since I have been eligible to vote. However, I feel that my efforts to obtain a ballot overseas
each election pale in comparison to your actions this year, and I remain in awe of your commitment
and dedication.
I am also proud of telling people that I attended Kenyon College. Today, due in large part to your
commitment to democracy, more people know of the place I refer to.
Morris Thorpe '81
Singapore

passionately about the future and value the rights and liberties our
president speaks of so casually. It makes a world of difference.
Editor:
Katya Schapiro
Brooklyn, NY
Editor:
As I drove through the rain on my way home from work on
November 3, I listened to NPR, feeling thoroughly depressed. I
was hoping to make some sense of what had just happened to our
country when the story about your voting ordeal aired. I was filled
with pride, knowing that you all persevered for so long, that businesses from Mount Vernon helped you out, and that, in the end,
you all truly made a difference. Though I cannot be happy about
the ultimate outcome of the election, a ray of light exists for me in
the knowledge that there are still people in this country willing to
sacrifice for their and others' right to vote.
Frances Zopp
Class of J 994

d
stories
am the father of a Kenyon freshman. Kenyon students should know that the
in
the
of
many
admiration
you
line
in
ten
to
have
earned
to
vote
for
hours
up
of
stood
you
of how hundreds
our country. Numerous friends, colleagues, and even acquaintances have told me how heartened they are
by what you did. I will share one example. Although I am a Democrat and voted for Senator Kerry, one of
d
official in the Justice Department and a loyal supporter of President
my best friends is a
me to say that Kenyon students had reflected "great credit" on
Bush. The day after the election, he
themselves and their country.
It is understandable if some of you are tempted to think that your effort was wasted if you voted for the
Your willingness to stand your ground literally reflects
losing candidate. But that would be
an inner resolve that will serve you well in college and after. Even more, you have united many Kerry and
Bush voters alike, not an easy task, in a common bond of admiration for your resilience and commitment.
One thing I recall from my distant days as a history major is that many who have underestimated our
young Americans
country, from without and within, have thought that irreverent,
would never stand up for our freedoms. They should have seen Kenyon students standing in the rain on
Election Day.
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role in Frankie and Johnny in
the Clair de Lune, Andy Vaught

-- 7"-

StafFWriter

It's 1665:

a

plays

year of the

:

Plague. Four characters from
different social classes are forced
by the plague to remain confined
together for a month in a comfortable house in a prosperous
and wealthy section of London.
Their only outside contact is a
profiteering guard. Set in this
tension-fraug-

.

ht

i

atmosphere

where contact with another person can be deadly, playwright
Naomi Wallace's 1997 Obie
Award-winnin- g
play, One Flea
Spare will be performed in the
Hill Theater this Friday and Sunday.

We've seen this before.
take a handful of strangers

y

;

..;

..

,

Cast members in Andy Vaught's play about escaping the
girl who says she's the
to all the dialogue. Beautiful year-ol- d
with different priorities, differdaughter of dead aristocrats,
ent backgrounds, and toss them language," reflects Max Bunzel
agrees with Appy'-- sentiments.
into a confined environment for '06, who plays Kabe, the connivBal"I really like the story. It's difing, manipulating guard.
a long period of time. After they
bicker, flirt and eventually form ancing the poetic nature of the ferent than other plays. The
alliances they ultimately tear play with trying to put a human language for me is a good chalone another to pieces. It's great face on Wallace's story seems to lenging role for a senior thesis.
entertainment. But if you are be a consistent thread running There is a poetic abstract to the
play. The challenge as actors is
waiting to see Survivor or The through the actors' roles.
"It is certainly a different to cross that poetic bridge and
Real World on stage, Wallace's
focus on the story between char
One Flea Spare may not be for play. It taps into a side of acting
ability that I haven't explored acters," comments Arsdale.
you. Wallace uses the familiar
From the moment you enter
reality television set up as a way very much. There are challenges
Hill Theater this Friday or Sunin the dramatization of my role.
to explore something more meanWalday, it will be as if you have enThe playwright, Naomi
ingful.
to
are
easy
show
it
tered another world, a world we
in
this
"The stakes
lace, doesn't make
a
to
objectives.
haven't seen this fall amidst the
our
extreme
utmost
quickly discern
taken to the
the
seen
at
comedy of Frankie and Johnny
but
is
haven't
really
we
direct
Her script
point that
the
in the Clair de Lime and The
of
most
for
comments
vague
a
play,"
time
in
same
before
Food Chain. The audience will
Anna. Curtis '05, who plays play. There is a real challenge
Darcy Snelgrave.
between balancing the poetry taste different theatrical spices:
poverty, desperation and death.
What are those stakes? The of the lines and getting across
what is tangible and accessible to But the flavor that bleeds from
play moves through time and
sexualthe mouths of most of the charmemory, exploring class,
members of the audience," complays
who
human
of
acters in this play is the taste of
ments Nate Appy '05,
ity and the very nature
of
power
sailor.
power.
the
intruding
Bunce, an
experience, using
"There is a paradox with my
Arsdale
Van
language.
poetic
Anneliese
"There is a poetic element '05, who plays Morse, a twelve character. I have power over
You

Plague language:

s

,

,

y

--

J

plague in a diseased world.

people

I

didn't have before"

comments Bunzel. Appy agrees
that that the theme of power controls much of the dramatic action
of the play
"Most of the play is about
power. Where you are put in
a position you can't leave and
you have to figure out what to
do. The play is about power
Master-slav- e
on many levels.
class powpower,
sexual
power,
er, it's all a power struggle for
the characters in this play," Appy
comments. Appy, who worked
with director Andy Vaught '05 as
an actor on Electro, comments
that the power relationships in
this play are reminiscent of the
power relationships between the
actors and director.
"The dynamics are different.
working under Andy
different
It's
rather than beside him. But he
is smart and talented and not too
hard to trust," commentsAppy.

role of uncharted

a

ter-

ritories for him; the role of the
director.
"It's difficult. You have to
find out what everyone is doing
on stage. I'm used to being an
actor in lighter subject matters.
My tendency is to make everything too comical. But in this
play, as a director I had to accept
the bad stuff and not try to make
it comical," comments Vaught.
This is not the stuff of light
entertainment; death seems to
hang in the air as a foggy mist
that surrounds the characters in
plague-ridde- n
London. The bigchallenge in this
directoral
gest
work is dealing with the difficult
subject matter.
"This is not a realistic play.
It deals with a difficult subject
matter death. The challenge as
a director is to balance between
the disturbing and telling a story," comments Vaught. While
the story is not realistic, it will
certainly be accessible.
"It's a play about people in
a strange situation," comments
Vaught.

Between the lines of

po-

etry and the strange world these
characters inhabit, there is a real
story. The real power will derive
from the audience.
"It is up to the audience to
look for what's real," comments
Appy.
So, this fall season, if you
are yearning for a serious drama
with a gay fashion model, an
overbearing Jewish mother and
two middle aged losers in love,
One Flea Spare is definitely the
play to see this Friday or

Comina off his starring

art
to
mundane
From
weekend
this
air
the
Music fills
at
BY LINDSAY WARNER
StafFWriter

community members the opportunity
to both lead and follow within the section.

This weekend, two notable musical performances will be showcasing
the talents of both Kenyon students

"I like the change to a smaller

ensemble," said Heuchemer, "as it
lends itself to a relative intimacy in the
group, and also gives you the chance
to know each person and their musical talents in a way not possible in a

and community members. The
Kenyon College Wind Ensemble
performs at 8 p.m. Saturday in Rosse
Hall, and a voice recital Sunday at 4
p.m. in Brandi Recital Hall features-th- e
combined talents of Daniel Barich
'05 and Adam Hribar '06.

larger group."
Although Heuchemer has chosen to limit the number of solos within
the concert to a minimum, "nailing
just about every section evenly," he
has chosen Tim Chenette '05 as an

The Kenyon College Wind
Ensemble, formerly the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble, is composed of approximately 30 musicians from both
the college and the community. Directed by Associate Professor of Music Dane Heuchemer, the ensemble's
repertoire includes pieces by composers Ralph Vaughan Williams, Johann
Sebastian Bach, F. Joseph Haydn, and
Carl Orff, whose compositions cover
a range of music history stretching
from very early Baroque to late 20th
century.
The ensemble holds fewer members this year to facilitate the equal
contribution of each individual, and
part assignments within sections are
routinely rotated, giving students and

--

assistant conductor as part of Chen-ette- 's
independent study. Chenette, a
music major, will be conducting three
pieces: Intrada, by Melchior Franck,
Three Military Marches, by F. Joseph
Haydn, and Cannina Burana, by Carl
Orff.

.

A recipient of numerous musical awards in the past, Chenette is a
member of Chamber Singers, Knox
County Symphony, OperaMusical
Theater Workshop, and Cornerstones
and hopes to use his experience conducting the Wind Ensemble to pursue
a career in choral conducting.
"Any conductor needs as much
experience in front of a group as pos

sible," said Chenette, "as the more
experience you have, the better you
get at planning rehearsals, knowing
what works, and especially, not being

Squeak Carnwath and a look

artistic transformation

art is not about one thing or
BYGABEJOSELOW
another it is an exploration
StafFWriter
and delineation of experitoday, an ence and perception. As Dan
Beainnins
as nervous."
exhibition of paintings and Younger, the curator of the
Barich and Hribar will also test
bvJ California based Olin Art Gallery, says in his
nrints
r
their performance skills in front of an
artist Squeak Carnwath will essay on Carnwath, Meaning
audience on Sunday, though neither
be on disdav in the Olin Art . is not read literally or narra- vocalist will be assessed for graduaGallery. Carnwath's work is tively from her canvases, but
tion, as Barich will be writing movie
largt, complex, and colortul. is nstead elliptical and open- music for his senior exercise, and
Her paintings are conceptually ended."
Hribar has another year in which to
"Squeak Carnwath, Being
and she often
perform his senior exercise.
the written word Human: Paintings and Prints,
incorporates
Barich, who is also in Chamber
will run from Nov.
into her work. One of the preSingers and Opera Workshop, will
of her work are 4 to Dec. 11.
themes
vailing
be singing The Trumpet Shall Sound
The artist will give a galfrequent reference to mundane
from George Handel's Messiah,
lery walk and informal talk in
images and concepts.
followed by Four Serious Songs by
By taking familiar images the Olin Art Gallery on Thurs- Johannes Brahms. He will conclude
and reintroducing them into day, Nov. 11, at 7:30 pm. A
with three pieces by Samuel Barber,
her paintings and prints, she catered opening reception will
one of which he considers a favorite
follow.
is commenting on the intricate
"because it is very lyrical and very
and
The exhibition is accompsyche
human
the
of
layers
beautiful."
e
color
the place that everyday objects panied by a
Hribar's sets will be interand ideas have. Her design is to brochure with an essay by
spersed between Barich's pieces,
retain a strong aesthetic sense Younger.
and he will be contributing a colOakland, California-basen balance with involved con
lection of Schubert songs and a set
ceptual ideas so that her work Carnwath will be on campus
of Italian arias by Stcfano Don- Wednesday, Nov. 10 through
can be easily comprehended
audy. Also a music major, Hribar
Friday, Nov. 12, meeting with
visually.
is involved in Chamber Singers
senior studio art majors and
comprehensive
Although
Harcourt Parish Choir, and Opera
various classes in Studio Art.
Carnwath's
and organized,
multi-layere-

d,

1998-200-
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The world in black and white Game over for art
Students see all the shades in the senior thesis Yellowman
BY GABE JOSELOW

BY KATY COSSE

StaffWriter

For Cathy Collins, '05, her

se-

nior thesis tells a very simple story:
"It's about the struggle of two people
who want to be together. That's it at
its most basic level." But audiences
who attend the show this weekend
may be struck first by a different plot
point And for Collins, that's where
it gets harder "Then you realize that
something as trivial as the pigment of
people's skin. . .can keep them from
their simplest pleasures."
Collins, as "Alma," alongside
as "EuGregory Browne-Nichol- s
gene," (also performing for his senior
thesis) will explore the effects of that
'trivial' element in our society in Dael
Oriandersmith's Yellowman, the story
oftwo people "who want to be together" set against the backdrop of internal
institutionalized
racism and
in the
community.
Nominated for the 2002 Pulitzer-Priz- e
in Drama, Yellowman plays out
on a stage with two chairs and many
voices, as Alma and Eugene shift in
and out of monologues and dialogues
with each other, themselves and family members long gone. Both bom in
1970s South Carolina Gullah region
(the stretch of islands and coast from
North Carolina to Florida) and both
raised in broken, alcoholic families,
the only thing separating them is their
colon Alma, to quote her mother, "is
big, black and ugly;" Eugene, from his
father's perspective, "a high yella'."
self-hatr-

African-Americ-

ed

an

This distinction haunts them their
entire lives, as Alma moves on to New
York and Eugene struggles to confront
his abusive father. As they move from
childhood friends to eventual lovers,
die problems of their past stay with
them and with the previous generation beyond repair, it is up to the
children to crack the molds of
and
and cross
the barrier between them.
"It's very funny that I chose to do
a play like this," says Browne-Nichol"When I was young, I was very light
skinned. My father's side of the family
is very light some of them can pass as
white. There are even dialects from this
play that I've heard from my family."
Orlandersmith uses Alma's opening
monologue, and those same dialects,
to tell the history of Alma's family in
the region: "Always my mother her
mother before her praised God not for
living not for happiness they did not
live they were not happy they existed and they praised Him not totally
sure whether or not He existed"
"The hardest part for me was
that I am playing a character who is
much darker than I am," says Collins.
"I can much more relate to Euguene's
experience: too light to be black, and
too black to be white."
Although Collins and Browne-Nichowere concerned about using
the play for their senior thesis (says
Browne-Nichol"I was worried it
would be too hard,") they came down
on the side of a challenge. "If we survive, I can actually graduate from Ke
"dark-skinne-

"light-skinne-

d"

d"

s.

-

-

ls

s,

nyon feeling that I have accomplished
something," says Nichols.
"Alma is by far the hardest character I have ever had to play," says
Collins. "But if you look hard enough
you can really see the reasons for all of
her decisions."
Stage Manager Rachel Wolfson,
'06, acknowledges the issues of the
play "were not something I've learned
about. . .in classes, and haven't really
considered. . . in the past few decades."
Still, she feels performing the work in a
"homogenous, but accepting school,"
like Kenyon is educational, "and will
bring in a perspective that I doubt many
people have considered."
Browne-Nichois certain of their
success, and credits part of his enthusiasm to Collins: "I have a lot of faith in
Cathy. . . she is a great actor and. . .she
was one of the few actors on campus
who believed in me."
"Every time I acted or sung in
front of people," he says, "I held back,
wondering what they were thinking."
He found his solution in Jesus Christ
Superstar, and stayed on campus this
summer to perform in the musical. "It
was not the first play I ever did at Kenyon, but it was the first time I didn't
hold back."
ls

Now, armed with confidence
and fueled by tech week, each actor
is ready. "There are so many hidden
goodies in this play. . ." says Collins,
"but the audience has to pay close attention."
Adds Browne-Nichol"we're
going to blow Kenyon away."
s:
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Kevin Guckes

Gregory

Browne-Nicho-

ls

and Cathy Collins in a play confronting questions of love, family and race.

Staff Writer

Perched atop a twelve foot
tall platform of their own construction, Nick Westervelt '05 and
Nike Dcsis '05 baffled onlookers
in the Olin Library atrium as they
played board games for eighteen
straight hours Sunday as part of a
performance art piece.
Between the hours of 8 a.m.
Sunday and 2 a.m. Tuesday, the
two senior art majors played
games such as Candyland,
Monopoly, Boggle, Jenga and
Sorry! in the name of art. This
performance was not for credit
in any class but for their own
personal project. As it is written
in their artists' statement, "This is
a part of a bigger plan of shoving
art into our lives as much as we
can. And, yeah, shoving into your
lives too."
The library atrium as a
performance space was chosen
to represent a transitory area
between work and play. By forcing themselves to play games
all day, they were, in a sense,
making work out of play. In addition, the project was a study on
how we measure the passing of
time. Rather than using a clock
or a Boggle minute timer, they
measured time by actions, such
as how many times Westervelt
swore, (60); how many times they
went to the bathroom, (3 each);
and how many times people tried
to talk to them, (52).
Their performance atop the
platform would have continued
for another 18 hours on Monday,
but for safety reasons, Vice President of Library and Information
Services Dan Temple put a stop to
it. According to Temple, the two
were in violation of fire codes,
"So far as I know nobody objected
to the project per se," Temple said.
"The way they staged the project
violated safety and fire regulations."
But the two artists heard
otherwise. "Temple told us we

disgusted him," Westervelt said.
Desis was more understanding,
though she insisted that what
they were doing was not in violation of safety regulations. "We
weren't hurting anyone, not even
ourselves," she said. The two
artists were asked to come down
from the platform around noon on
Monday. When security officers
arrived, Desis and Westervelt
complied with Temple and came
down .
With several hours yet to
finish their project, rather than
continue playing the games at
the atrium tables, the two artists
came up with a new performance
piece. They decided to dump the
contents of all the 20 or so board
games that they were planning
on playing onto the floor and
then systematically clean all the
pieces up and putting them back
in their proper places, a different
way to approach the idea of play
as work.
In Desis's
announcing
the change of plans, she said, "We
got in trouble and now we have
to pick up after ourselves." At
6:30 pm they ran around dumping game boxes, boards, plastic
pieces, and playing cards on the
floor of the atrium. And as soon as
dream of seeevery
ing the Monopoly boot, the Clue
candlestick, the Boggle letters,
and the Guess Who face cards all
jumbled up in a beautiful chaotic
mess on the floor came true, every
nightmare of cleaning it all up became a reality.
It took them three and a half
hours, but after separating the
cards from the plastic pieces and
trays, from the boards, and from
the boxes, they put them all back
where they belonged. And then
when it was all cleaned up, they
did it again.
Although Desis claimed that
g
performance
the
was not in protest of the termination of their previous project,
Westervelt was more insistent that
this was indeed an effort to "damn
e-m- ail

ten-year-ol-

ten-year-ol-

d's

d's

mess-makin-

Victory An overview of ten unforgettable war films
!

BY DAVID JACOX
Film Critic

Here to Eternity
Fred Zinnemann, 1953
Frank Sinatra's first

From

big-tim-

e

film role won him an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor.

Zinnemann's film won seven
more Oscars, including Best Picture

and Best Director. The film

highlight is the infamous shot

of

Montgomery Clift and Deborah
Kerr making out on the beach as
the waves roll over them.
Good Morning Vietnam
Barry Levinson, 1987
Everyone knows that Robin
Williams is hilarious, but as Saigon disc jockey Adrian Cronauer,
Williams proves his acting talent.
His performance combines brilliant humor and wit with heartfelt
emotion. Levinson also contrasts
Williams' antics with scenes like

the powerful montage sequence
set to Louis Armstrong's "What
a Wonderful World."

The Great Escape
John Sturges, 1963

Gettysburg
Ronald Maxwell, 1993
Maxwell's film is based on

escape from

Michael Shaara's book The Killer
Angels. A great score and
cinematography bring the
battle scenes to life, and the performances by Martin Sheen and
Jeff Daniels are good enough to
make even Tom Berenger look
good.

McQueen, James Garner, and
James Coburn. McQueen's
famous motorcycle jump over
a barb wired fence and Elmer
Bernstein's masterful score are
the perfect accents to the ac-

Full Metal Jacket

Michael Cimino, 1978
Cimino, in gripping detail,
tells the story of three friends
experiencing the horrors of Vietnam as POW's and the lasting
effect of the war upon their domestic lives. The film climaxes
in the powerful Russian roulette

top-not-

ch

Stanley Kubrick, 1987
Real-lif- e
Marine R. Lee
Ermey gives the performance
of his career as the brutal Sergeant Hartman, whose job is to
mold young men into fighting
machines. The entire first half
of the film, featuring Ermey's
performance, is dark and harsh
but absolutely riveting.

The true story of a daring
a

German prison

camp, the film brings together a
cast of legends featuring Steve

tion.
The Deer Hunter

scene between Robert DeNiro
and Christopher Walken, and
remains one of the most intense

films I have ever seen.
The Bridge on the River Kwai
David Lean, 1957
Sir Alec Guinness and William Holden star opposite each
other in one of the great World
War II films. Guinness plays the
head of a captured British regiment, who, out of diluted pride,
willingly helps build a bridge for
the enemy. Holden, the American in the camp, escapes and later
returns to destroy the bridge.
All Quiet on the Western Front
Lewis Milestone, 1930
Based on the novel by Erich
Maria Remarque, All Quiet on
the Western Front is the story of
young German soldiers in World
War I. It is a vivid portrayal of
the brutality of war and the distorted line between friend and
foe, or right and wrong.

Patton
Franklin Schaffner, 1970

The best performance of
George C. Scott's career.

With

grace and talent, Scott and
Schaffner capture the ego, the
ambition, the intellect, and the
aura of one of America's greatest
field generals. Great supporting
actor Karl Maiden plays beauti- fully alongside Scott as General
Bradley in this fascinating cinematic biography.
Apocalypse Now
Francis Ford Coppola, 1979

One of the most

visu-

ally stunning films of the genre,
Apocalypse Now is full of memorable moments. Robert Duvall's

air cavalry, for example, play
Wagner out of loudspeakers
before bombarding a Vietcong
city. Coppola's masterpiece
cast including
features an
Martin Sheen, Marlon Brando,
Dennis Hopper, and Laurence
Fishburne.
all-st- ar

--
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Hunting for Hollywood on the Hill
Staff Writer
We may be

approximately

2,007 miles away from the Walk
of Fame, the Kodak Theatre, and
that infamous Hollywood sign,
but Kenyon's developing its own
brand of movie magic. If you're
interested in film - watching it,
making it, studying it, you name
it - Kenyon has something for
you, and the options are growing.
The oldest film group on
campus is the Kenyon Film
Society. According to KFS ofr
ficer Ted Hornick '07, the group
"shows movies that don't suck
and will never charge people for
them." Their bizarre and funny
allstus are Friday and Saturday
afternoon staples that manage
to be pages long and yet provide
almost no information about the
films.
But for the many students
who trust KFS anyway, or who
go to IMDb.com, the group is a
source for a wide variety of cinematic delights - everything from
independent films to foreign films
to classic films to blockbusters. In
addition to the weekend screenings in Higley, KFS sponsors an
Oscar party, where
all-camp-

us

film buffs can get together and
cheer, or yell, at the screen when
their favorite actress wins, or
loses.
For students who dream of

winning one of those golden
statues themselves, Ascension
Films offers opportunities to
experience all aspects of filmmaking. The extracurricular
filmmaking group, run by Jon
Stout '06, is new this year and
produces original student work.
The group exists separately from
the drama department and is open
to all students with initiative and
commitment to filmmaking.
"There's been an immense

interest among the freshman
class," says Stout. "We're giving
people a chance to get filmmaking experience. There's no other
way to get training you need for
film, outside of theatre."
Part of giving people a filmmaking experience is providing
them with access to resources.
The resources are sufficient but
spread throughout campus. Ascension Films uses the AV lab
and the Bexley Lab, which are
not always easy for entry-levfilmmakers to access. "We hope
to fix that," says Stout.
The group has gotten off to a
strong start. Since its inception in
el

Saw it a mile away
BY BRIAN SCHILLER
StafFWriter

Directed by James Wan

StmTingLdjWTianncD,Caiy Ehves,
Danny Glover, and . lonica Potter

l2(outof)
Much has been made of Saw,
the film purported to be the scariest
of the Halloween season. Opening
on Halloween weekend is a tad presumptuous, and the fact that the film
isn't the least bit frightening explains
its opening weekend loss to Buffy's
Tlie Grudge. It doesn't offer the tradithat most modem
tional "jump-scareAmerican horror films rely on; rather,
it attempts to work like Se7en and TJie
Usual Suspects unraveling a bizarre,
twisted, horrific plot in a calculated
fashion. The sad truth is that this film
ultimately fails to be effective on both
levels, crumbling under the pressure of
plot holes, weak acting, and an
screenplay.
Saw opens rather brilliantly on the
two lead men, Adam (Whannell) and
Dr. Lawrence Gordon (Elwes), who
find themselves chained in a gruesome,
anonymous basement Between them
is a corpse, and all around them are
clues to their predicament and their
captor. The two work together to try
to free themselves from their predicas"

-

under-thoug-

ht

ment
The film works best when the
history of the "Jigsaw Killer" is being
revealed via some grizzly investigation
sequences and when the two leads are
forced to cooperate and work together
within their confines. The only really
necessary flashbacks establish the modus operandi of Jigsaw, showing some
clever and
ideas
the
"reverse-bear-traemblazoned on
the film's posters is simply ingenious
well-craft-

p"

ed

and genuinely terrifying). The potential
waiting in the basement between Adam
and Dr. Gordon is full of tension, and
the twists and turns in their relationship
p
and knexrked down.
are well
Though the film opens well, it
immediately gets bogged down by
flashbacks and vague recollections
of evidence meant to further the plot
While scenes within the basement are
cleverly put together and immerse the
viewer in the story, the flashbacks simply work as a crutch for the director and
screenwriter (also Whannell) to further
the story.
The plot can be unfolded almost
entirely from inside the basement via
dialogue and description from the two
lead characters, and framing the film
entirely in the basement could potentially create a good deal more tension
and suspense.
But the film bogs itself down
too heavily with symbolism and gimmicks. The killer's hideout is located in
the all too hackneyed "Stygian Street,"
and other pieces of symbolism and
reference
look for the painfully
obvious Texas Chainsaw Massacre
come off as cheap and easy,
ripoff
and don't contribute to the storyline at
all. The film uses rather schizophrenic
editing in an attempt to increase the tension in some
scenes.
Again, this makes the film seem like it's
trying too hard.
Not to spoil any of the fun, but
there are several twists and turns within
the film. Some of them seem to work,
while others smell awfully suspicious
and may very well bend the rules of the
film's game. This makes the ultimate
end payoff feci undeserved; when Wan
and Whannell want to pull the rug out
from under theiraudience, they haven't
earned the right to do so.

September, Ascension Films has
already produced a documentary
for SAMOSA, and they currently
are working on three other projmystery, Wings
ects:
of Angels, directed by Stout; a
documentary for the Office of
a40-minu-

te

International Education; and
Tick Tock, a short film directed
by freshman Adam Sonnenfeld.
The group is just as ambitious
in its
hopes for
these projects. It is a requirement
that each film be submitted to two
festivals, and a group
of premieres is scheduled for the
end of the semester.
Cinephiles can also bring
post-producti-

off-camp-

on

us

their screenwriting passions
and Tarantino obsessions into
the classroom. Though Kenyon
doesn't offer a film major, an

emphasis

is

available through

the drama department.
The program was founded
by Associate Professor of Drama
Jonathan Tazewell, who is currently on sabbatical, arid consists
of independent study and three
"Acting and Directcourses
ing," which Visiting Assistant
Professor of Drama Francis Jodescribes as
seph Tanglao-Agua- s
"film school in a semester" and
Introduction to Screenwriting are
practical courses, and Introduction to Film is more analytical.
is curProfessor Tanglao-Agua- s
five
seniors
with
working
rently
on independent studies. Among

1

i

them are Dan Neidecker and Zach
Roach, who are producing Undertaker, a short horror film set in the
19th century. In addition to basic
elements like screenwriting, editing and directing, the two seniors
are dealing with extremely practical issues, including legal rights,
contracts, and how to run an audition. "When they are done, they
should be able to shoot on their
own, to basically run a production
company," says Tanglao-AguaThere are no plans for a film
department or major; Professor
Tazewell says, "Until we have
specific financial support for it,
proceeding with a film studies
major would seem irresponsible." But that hasn't stopped
David Jacox '05 from creating
his own synoptic film major.
By taking whatever's offered as
long as it involves film, Jacox
has had classes in the Modern
Language, English, History, and
Women's Studies Departments,
in addition to the courses offered
by the Drama Department. "I've
been able to create a film'program
that fits me," says Jacox.
Film is the medium of the
21st century, and Kenyon is
responding to that. But this is
hardly one of the Hollywood
hills. According to Tanglao-Agua- s,
at Kenyon "you don't
need a million dollars to tell your
story. You need to have your heart
and soul in the material."
s.

V- -

1

BY JESSIE SZALAY

PREMIERE THEATRES
Friday November 12th through
Thursday November 18th
PG-193 minutes
Nov. 13 & Nov. 14
12:45 & 2:45
v.
18
Nov. 12 & Nov.
4:45, 7:00 & 9:00

After the Sunset,

3,

15-No-

Alfie, R, 106 minutes
Nov. 13 & Nov. 14
12:30 & 2:45
18
Nov. 12 & Nov.
5:00,7:15 & 9:30
15-No-

v.

91 minutes
The Grudge, PG-1Nov. 13 & Nov. 14
3:10
18
Nov. 12 & Nov.
3,

15-No-

v.

9:30
The Incredibles, PG, 115 minutes
Nov. 13 & Nov. 14

12:20, 1:30&2:40
18
Nov. 12 & Nov.
4:40,5:00,7:00,7:15. 9:20 &
9:30
15-No-

v.

100 minutes
Nov. 14
12:45 & 3:00

Polar Express, G,
Nov.
Nov.

13 &

12 & Nov.

15-No-

v.

18

5:10, 7:10 & 9:10

' Saw, R, 100 minutes
1:00
Oct. 16 & Oct. 17
21
Oct. 15 & Oct.
5:15 & 7:20
18-O-

ct.

Seed of Chucky, R, 87 minutes
Nov. 13 & Nov. 14

1:15&3:15
18
Nov. 12 & Nov.
5: 15, 7:15 & 9: 15
15-No-

v.

http:uecmovies.com

8'V

set-u-

not-so-frighten-

ing

Girl with a Pearl Earring (2003)
Friday, 8:00 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Last year's Girl with a Pearl
Earring, directed by Peter Webber,
is a speculative account of the inspiration behind one of seventeenth-centur- y

Dutch painter Johannes
Vermeer's most famous works.
A peasant named Griet (Scarlett
Johansson, Lost in Translation) is
sent to work as a maid in Vermeer's
(Colin Firth, Shakespeare in Love)
household when her father becomes
unable to support their family. When
an older gentleman (Tom Wilkinson,
; the Bedroom) with designs on the
young girl commissions Vermcer to
paint her portrait, Griet develops a
bond with the artist, much to the
consternation of his wife.
The look of the film has been
compared to a Vcrmeer painting.
Cinematographcr Eduardo Serra,
nominated for an Academy Award,
clearly put a great deal of work into
the lighting and composition of every
shot and proves that a film doesn't
need a huge special effects budget
to be visually astounding. The film
but
is, at times, a bit
this is not necessarily a bad thing.
Rather, it benefits from taking the
time to admire its subjects, catching
small glances and lengthy silences
that say more than a dramatic monologue ever could.
Of course, a film cannot get
by on pretty pictures alone, and
Girl with a Pearl Earring is largely
carried by the performances of Firth
slow-movin- g,

and Johansson. Scarlett Johansson,
who between this film and Lost in
Translation had an exceptional year
in 2003, is especially wonderful. She
has a very expressive face that allows her to communicate so much
without saying a word, a vital skill
for this film.
Webber allows her the freedom
to really get inside of Griet, and the
film is content to simply move along
at its own pace, admiring her and
the other characters and the world
they live in. This is a subtle film, and
those who are impatient will probably not understand what the fuss is
about, but those who are willing to
stick with it will be rewarded with a
surprisingly thoughtful and powerful work of art.

ments of My Architect come when
Nathaniel meets his
the proof of his father's infidelity and
dual lives. Louis died in 1974, and his
obituary listed surviving children but
not Nathaniel. Nathaniel discovers

My Architect: A Son's Journey

though, are the visual representations of Kahn's work. Cinematog-raphe-

(2003)
Saturday, 8:00 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

The intrigue of My Architect
comes from the fact that its purpose
is not immediately clear. Director
Nathaniel Kahn explores the life
and work of his father, noted architect
Louis I. Kahn. The impetus comes
from within Nathaniel; he barely
knew his father, and hopes that, by
visiting his father's buildings and
meeting important people in his life,
he can come to understand his father
better. Interviews with Kahn's wife
and colleague Esther, his rivals and
his friends all shed light on Louis'
style and ways of living.
I lowever, the most invasive scg- -

half-sibling-s,

that Louis had several mistresses
and was living with several
while traveling, shedding
further light on Nathaniel's lack of
faux-famili-

es

direct connection with his father.
My Architect expertly balances
two prevailing themes Louis' work
and life expertly through Nathan-

-

-

iel's superb direction. Nathaniel's
deeply personal joumey netted him
a Director's Guild award for best
documentary feature; he also earned
nominations for both Academy and
Independent Spirit Awards.
What bring the film to life,
r

Robert Richman takes great
care to photograph Kahn's work,
bringing out the beauty in each of
his works. The Salk Institute in La
Jolla. California emphasizes Kahn's
simple, modern techniques, while

the extremely conceptual Exeter
Library and National Assembly in
Dacca, Bangladesh take that style
and multiply it over a vast, expansive conglomeration of buildings.
Kahn used the international styles
he was taught to create his own distinctive style, and Richman 's efforts
to capture his style on film make My
Architect a truly remarkable and
memorable visual experience.
Jason Smith and Brian Schiller
--
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Lords prevail, Ladies fall in dual meet at DU
BY FITZJACOB APPLE MAN

StaffWriter

The Lords reinforced their
Denison
dominance over arch-rivon Saturday with a resounding victory in their annual dual meet. The
al

victory was especially impressive
considering that Denison received
26 uncontested points for diving.

Seniors Russell Hunt and Elliot
Rushton fueled the Kenyon victory
with two wins apiece. Hunt blazed

to victory in the 50 yard freestyle
with a time of 22. 1 8 seconds. Senior
Paul Kaminsky took third place with
a time of 22.61. Hunt also took the
100 yard backstroke with a time of
53.06. First-yeTom Irgens took
second in the event, clocking in
at 54.83. Rushton's 9:32.63 time
blew away the field of 1,000 yard
freestylers. As if Rushton's performance was not enough, the Lords
asserted their superiority over the
ar

The real jockeys of
Kenyon ride horses

Big Red swimmers in the 1,000
yard freestyle, with first-yeaMichael Northcutt and Alex Rantz
rs

taking second and third in the event,
clocking in at 9:52.30 and 9:58.28
respectively.
"Despite a subpar performance
Lords reby Denison, the first-yeally stepped up to the plate," senior
Tom Ashby said, "and showed the
rest of the team that, competition
or not, they'll still bring their 'A'
ar

game."
Rushton also took the 400 yard
individual medley (IM) with a time
of 408.10. Junior Travis Brennion
and senior Will Wakefield placed
second and third, once again casting a large, lordly shadow of victory
over Denison. Ashby captured the
100 yard freestyle with a time of
Marc Christain
48.05. First-yeaand Perry Bullock took third and
fourth in that event. First-yea- r
Carroll Bullock won the 100 yard
rs

A

butterfly, edging fellow Lords
first-ye-

TV

Kyle Packer, sophomore

ar

Gabe Rodrigues and senior Lain
Shakespeare. Ashby acknowledged
that the Lords victory did not come
without its difficulties.
d
"Even though he blatantly
on the 200 yard freestyle
e
relay, disqualifying our
team, I'm sure my boy Jimmy Berger
'06 will pick himself up and put
false-starte-

first-plac-

the past behind him when we head to

Chicago for a very fast meet in two
weeks," he said.
While the Lords obliterated the
Denison men, the same can not be
said for their Lady counterparts. It
probably should not be questioned
which team is better on paper, but
pointwise the lady Red handed
Kenyon a defeat. The female Red
swam to victory in six out of the
eleven events, including both relays.
The Ladies were paced by first-yeJaime Straub. Straub won the 1,000
yard freestyle with a time of 10:36.62
and the 400 yard individual medley,
finishing in 4:43.63. Junior Jennie
Miller took second in the 400 IM,
ar

placing only .18 seconds behind
Straub. Besides taking second in the
,000 yard freestyle, junior Rachel
Smith won the 500 yard freestyle,
placing just ahead of Ladies sophomore Rebecca Allison and Straub.
Allison also won the 200 yard freestyle in 1:58.18. Suffice to say, the
Ladies will be looking to right some
wrongs against the female Red come
conference time.
Ashby summed up the feelings
of the Lords who swam to victory.
"The Denison pool is notorious for
its
temperatures, but
somehow Elliot Rushton continued
to obliterate any and all who tried to
stand in his path. As if his breaking
1

near-freezi-

ng

two Denison pool records wasn't
enough, the group of Kenyon fans
who came to the meet, complete
with signs made for swimmers
only helped to silence the dozens
of Denison fans that packed the
dungeon-lik- e
stands in Granville.
It's going to be a great year. We're
all really excited."

I
i

Ultimate team mounts The Summit in KY
They may not have climbed

Mount Everest, but SERF,
Kenyon's ultimate frisbce team

i

did climb in the rankings of The
Summit, a tournament at Berea
College in Kentucky this past

weekend.
Courtesy of Equestrian Team

Sophomore Megan O'Neil completes a jump during the first competition of the season.
BYD. D. CARD EN

tering Ladies took fourth place of
eleven schools at the IHSA show
hosted by OSU at the Franklin
The real jockeys of the Kenyon
County Fairgrounds in Hilliard,
sports program, silently prancing in
the nearby fields on Porter Road,
Ohio. They contended with arete in
competitions such as flat, fences and
go unnoticed and unappreciated by
the sleepy college. Twice a week,
walktrotcanter. Most of the Ladies
that competed received third, fourth
22 of Kenyon's ladies prance, trot
andjumpTPthe Wonderpony, Epic and fifth place.
the Bag Lady, Memphis, Chocolate
Senior Lindsey Eckert placed
Pants and Serena the Newbie around
first in the intermediate flat with
in preparation for Intercollegiate
sophomore teammate Shannon
Horse Show Association (IHSA)
Selerowski finishing second. Sophomore Chris Hanawalt received first
competition this season. According
to senior team captain Julie Devine,
in the advanced walktrotcanter.
the season should go well.
Newcomers junior Christy Colfer
Laura Ventgen both
"This season compared to and first-yereceived fourth in advanced walk
others is going well for us," said
Devine. "We are having more ridtrotcanter and novice flat respecers doing better in more classes and
tively, earning ribbons in their first
it looks like we will be taking three
competition for the Ladies. The
or four riders to regionals, which
hard work that these Ladies put
you have to qualify for. Last year
into their sport makes these results
we took just one, and that was the
all the more lovely.
first one in a long time."
"These meets are challenging for us," said Devine. "We go
The team's lack of numbers,
to these 'horse schools' like Lake
consistent with their lack of recognition, has not hurt them in the
Erie College, who has an Equespast. The number of horses and ridtrian Program on par with the
ers, though up from last year, are,
coming FRA. Therefore it can be
school
intimidating for us coming from
compared to most of their big
a very small but accommodating
competition, low numbers. Still, the
team does quite well for itself.
facility which we lease with only
six horses to practice on, whereas
"We are usually quite successful for such a small team," said seLEC has near 60."
nior Lanier Basenberg with a voice
So to you pupils, take advanto melt the coming frost. "Most of
tage of one of the proud sports afo
liberal
us come in with a lot of previous
forded by 'a small
knowledge."
college, and go see these beasts of
'
grace and privilege fly their half-to- n
Despite their growing numbers,
this year seems to be just on par with
bodies through the air for sport.
their silent, unrecognized dedication
The "Amazons" compete again on
and skill. On Oct. 30-3Jan. 29 at Lake Erie College.
the saun- StaffWriter

ar

Twenty-eig-

ht

teams

par-

ticipated in the tournament. On
Saturday, the team went 2 in
its first day of competition. The
club fell to rivals Berea College,
12-The hosts' zone defense
was quite inhospitable to SERF.
Against Earlham College, SERF
had trouble penetrating the Quakn
defense.
ers'
On Sunday, the Lords were
placed in the B Bracket where
they faced and defeated Western
3--

6.

man-to-ma-

pFPD

Kentucky University, University of
Toledo and Lexington High School
Catholic. SERF'S perfect 0 in this
bracket and took home a trophy.
"The team treated it as a culmination of the work we've put in
during the fall," junior Andy Neilsen
said. 'This team has improved dramatically since a month ago at the
3--

home tournament"
Although the frisbee throwers
are basking in the glory of their successful stay in Kentucky, the more
competitive ultimate frisbee season
does not start until spring. If The
Summit is any indication of what to
expect come springtime, the Kenyon
Ultimate club will likely continue its
exponential rate of improvement.
"I had never seen us play that

well, it was a surprise, but a good
kind of surprise," Neilsen said.
"Everyone was cutting and throwing well and that explains why we

played so well."
Eight women joined SERF
trip in College carafor five-hovans. The women's team, known
as the Untouchables, took fifth
place in their competition out of
eight teams. They finishd with an
overall record of 4-- 4.
"As a separate team, the womur

en have only been playing together
for six weeks," sophomore Mara
Alperin said. "So I was incredibly
happy with our performance there.
Many of our players distinguished
themselves on the field."
--

Eric Fitzgerald

beats Team Wolf for championship

The intramural soccer season
culminated last weekend with an
overtime thriller between the Freak
Panty Droppers (FPD) and Team
Wolf. The game, which was scoreless throughout regulation play,
ended on a penalty kick by sophoJesse Roscnbluth
more
in sudden death overtime.
co-capt- ain

Following regular play, theteams

overtimes

entered two
before heading into a
five-minu- te

five-minu- te

sudden death period, also known as
golden goal. The dramatic finish came
when a Team Wolf player incurred a
penalty, setting up the crucial kick.

Team Wolf's streak of soccer

while FPD claimed its first title since
the club was organized a few years
ago.
"They are an amazing team and
were without a doubt our toughest

challenge," said sophomore

co-capt-

ain

Joaquin Lopez. "That being
said, we are elated to have won."

titles ended at two consecutive years

--

Sara Kaplow
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In a battle for intramural soccer supremacy, the

red-shirt-

ed

FPD side eventually won,

1-

-0.
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Ladies lose NCAC championship at Wittenberg
BY

MICK REYNOLDS
Managing Editor

For the Kenyon College

to the Wittenberg Tigers in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
last Saturday
Championship,
in Springfield.
The game started on a promising note for the Ladies, as they
drew first blood. Off junior Kate
4-- 2,

Ladies Field Hockey team, 2004
has been a dream season. Yet,
they must live with their ultimate
dream deferred, as they went down

ar

1--

1,

4-- 2.

3--

Elena Fernandez

-

The Ladies' Field Hockey team fell short in the NCAC Championship
game, as they lost 2 to Wittenberg, despite an impressive effort.
4--

dies. On defense, Rosen, Gordner,
and Hill, will be missed for their
experience come next season.
Looking to the future ,the
Ladies look promising. First-year- s
Graham and Keiling, both of
whom scored in the Ladies NCAC
championship game, gained great
amounts of experience, especially
under pressure, given the Ladies
propensity for playing in close
games. The seniors will be looking on future KCFH teams with
great enthusiasm.
"I hope that in the same way
that they helped me grow as a
player, and as a person, I did the
same," said Aragona. "I am jealous
they have more time on the field. I
know that in the next years, these
girls will only grow to be better
players and I hope that we seniors
have left a huge impression on
their lives as friends and as Kenyon field hockey players."
So, although the sun has set on
this season for the Ladies a little
early, there is certainly promise of
a new dawn for the Kenyon College Field Hockey team.

while holding Wittenberg to four.
"We dominated most of the
game, especially the second half,"
said Flinner. "We created so many
opportunities, but their goalie was
pretty good."
Wittenberg's Katy Barrett
scored her second goal of the afternoon to ice the game for the Tigers.
Althoughh the Ladies threatened
several times, they eventually fell
by a final of
"I cannot say that I was not
proud to walk off the field with
my teammates around me," said
senior Liz Aragona, "We all knew
we played better, and we all knew
if we were both grass or both turf
teams, we would have had that
game."
The Ladies' season ends, but
not without looking to both the
past and the future. Looking to
the past, the contributions of the
seniors was something remark-

Flinner's shot from the top of the
Caroline Graham
circle, first-yewas credited with the tip and the
goal for the Ladies.
From there, however, the
breaks seemed to go against the
Ladies. The Tigers evened the
when Wittenberg's
score,
Rachel Dunn drove a shot past
sophomore goalie Kim Brown.
Unfortunately for the Ladies,
Wittenberg soon took the lead
and did not look back. When senior Hannah Hill was called for a
penalty because she stopped a shot
in front of the net with her body,
Tigers senior standout Blair Ufer
took the penalty stroke and found
the back of the goal.
Wittenberg's Katy Barrett
scored again before the end of
the first half to give the Tigers a
1
lead. The Lacommanding
dies continued to play hard and,
in many ways, dominated the pace
of the game. As the half ended, first
year Lauren Keiling got the Ladies
back into the game with an unassisted goal. The Ladies had twelve
penalty corners on the afternoon,

able. The team loses seniors
Maggie Hill, Liz Aragona, Maggie
Rosen, Margie Gordner, and Hannah Hill, all of whom were starters
and made contributions for the La

second
win
earn
Hiram
hurts
to
Football
team
holds Terriers to
Lords
points on the afternoon, while Stalick leads teams offensive attack
12

defense

BY

JON SESSIONS

hookup to Kenyon 's
leading receiver sophomore Carlin
Shoemaker. The score capped off
a drive that negotiated 80 yards of
turf and took up almost six minutes of the clock. Freshman John
Currier's extra point attempt was
blocked. The Lords headed to the
locker room with a 13-- 6 lead.
Hiram came back, however,
and drew first blood in the second
half on another Max Kravitz touchdown pass. Senior John McBride
preserved the Kenyon lead,
when he blocked the extra point.
The Lords wasted no time
answering the Terriers' threat.
Shoemaker returned the subsequent kick off 41 yards all the
way into Terrier territory giving
Stalick, Coombs, and the Kenyon
offense a short field to work with.
The Lords' field position proved
to be a dangerous proposition for
the Hiram defense. Stalick took to
the air to connect with Shoemaker
for their second score of the game,
this time from nine yards out. After
Currier successfully tacked on the
extra point, the Lords were in command, 20-1This closed out the scoring
for both teams. The Lords turned
to Coombs to eat up the rest of the
clock on the ground, and the defense took over the game stifling
any comeback attempts by the
Terriers.
"We're really excited about
this win," said Head Coach Ted
Stanley. "Winning their last home
game is a great way to end the
careers of our seniors."
twelve-yar-

Staff Writer

The Lords football team
played its final home game of the
season Saturday in great fashion,
disposing of the Hiram College
in front of an inTerriers 20-1- 2
spired crowd of Kenyon faithful.
The win was their second of the
season, which matches their 2003
season total.
has
This season, Hiram (0-been on the losing end of several
lopsided contests, including five
consecutive shutouts. The Lords
were eager to battle with the Terriers Saturday and they came out
of the locker room brimming with
passion and enthusiasm.
On Hiram's first possession
the Kenyon defense stood tough.
They forced a Terrier punt, giving
the ball to the offense in good field
position, and the offense responded. Riding on the broad shoulders
9)

of sophomore Alby Coombs,
Kenyon put together a fourteen-pladrive capped off by
Coombs' jaunt into the endzome
from three yards out. The Lords
led early,
That score stood until the
opening minute of the second quarter when Hiram took advantage of
a Kenyon turnover. The Terriers
capped off a drive that began near
d
midfield with a
scoring
toss. The Terrier touchdown was
their first since Sept. 8. The Lords
maintained the slightest of leads,
when the Terrier extra point unit
proved itself incapable of handling
the shock of a Terrier touchdown.
Feeling the Terriers breathing
down their necks, the Lords offense
extended their lead before halftime,
putting together another scoring
drive before the break. They scored
in the air on senior Nick Stalick's
y,

65-ya- rd

7-- 0.

six-yar-

1

7-- 6,

d

13-1- 2,

things we've been doing all season and execute them," defensive
coordinator Marion Posey Jr. said.
"We want to be efficient running
our schemes, playing aggressive
and attacking teams. I thought we
executed well and several of our
young players come of age."
First-yea- r
Josh Cowgill recorded twelve tackles and won
NCAC Player of the Week honors.
Posey believes the entire defensive
unit deserved recognition.
"I can't come up with anything that says a Kenyon defensive
player got consideration for such
an honor," Posey said. "I think
that really says something about
the whole defense and what we're
doing."
Offensively, Coombs had another big game for Kenyon as he
strides towards the college's single
season rushing record. He gained
63 yards on 39 carries and scored
his twelfth touchdown of the sea
1

They also look to
record their third win of the season,
which would be the most games
Kenyon has won in a season in
quite some time.
"Denison's a good football
team. They do a lot of things well."
Stanley said, "We're going to have
to play our best game of the season
if we're going to win."
He expects his team to come
out with even more inspiration
this weekend. As if the pursuit of
87 yards shy.

He is now 163 yards away
from tying the record.
"Alby's worked real hard,"
said Stanley. "He's a good, solid
d
runner." However,
Stanley emphasized that if Coombs
does break the record this Saturday
against Denison that it will be a
team record. "Alby can't get it
done with everybody else. ..if it
weren't for his offensive line, his
quarterbacks, wideouts, and defense putting the ball in his hands,
son.

hard-nose-

Quarter
Hiram College
Kenyon

College

12
0

6

7

6

he wouldn't be in this position."
The Kenyon offense will have

"

their sights on yet another school
record on Saturday at Denison as
they pursue the record set by the
1984 squad for most total yards of
offense by a Kenyon team. After
last Saturday's win they stand just

3

4
0
0

6
7

F
12

20

records wasn't enough, Stanley
recognizes the rivalry and expects
that to motivate his players, "I
mean, how many people on this
campus like Denison?" he said
with a smile. The season finale
is set for 1 p.m. on the Denison
campus.

2.

Hiram's twelve points,

.
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.

r
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though twelve more than they have
scored the previous five weekends,
was the fewest the Lords' defense
has allowed this season.
"We tried to focus on the

Kevin Guckes

Sophomore Alby Cooms rushes towards the goal line and Kenyon's single season rushing record.

